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Dr.  Rafael Gutiérrez Vega, an outstanding medical 
surgeon, undergraduate and postgraduate professor, 
researcher, and manager at the Hospital General de 
México and at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de 
México (UNAM), was born in Cuautla, Morelos, on Oc-
tober 15, 1955, in a middle-class family. He developed 
his first studies in his hometown and from an early age 
learned to collaborate, like his three brothers, in his 
father’s business activities. When they reached the age 
to start their professional studies, first his older brother 
and later him, both had to separate from the family to 
move and live independently in Mexico City (Fig. 1).

In 1973, the Dr.  Gutiérrez Vega began his medical 
career at the Faculty of Medicine of the UNAM and from 
the beginning, his commitment with himself and with 
his studies and continuous learning made him an out-
standing student, receiving his degree in Medical 
Surgeon in 1979. He began his residency in General 
Surgery at the Hospital General de México, and was 
later invited as a surgeon of the staff, where he devel-
oped most of his patient care, teaching, and research 
work. It was not long before his outgoing personality, 
knowledge, and the quality of his studies made him 
stand out during patient visits, case discussions, and 
clinical sessions.

Shortly after finishing his postgraduate studies, he 
enthusiastically faced the beginning of laparoscopic 
surgery, performing, together with a group of fellow 
surgeons, the first cholecystectomy with this technique 

at the Hospital General de México1. In addition, he im-
plemented the nutritional support clinic, observing that 
the nutritional status of hospitalized patients influenced 
the clinical evolution of the patients; for this, evaluated 
the prognostic nutritional index2.

Showing a strong vocation for teaching, and shortly 
after finishing his residency, he began to collaborate as 
a professor in the Department of Surgery at the Faculty 
of Medicine (Fig. 2), UNAM and also began his phase 
as a researcher, developing various studies on the ef-
fects of renal and hepatic ischemia – reperfusion and 
the effect of free radicals on tissues, following the line 
of research initiated during his stay at Mount Carmel 
Mercy Hospital in Detroit, Michigan in 19893,4. At the 
same time, he took on the task of integrating a multidis-
ciplinary group to start, for the first time, a kidney trans-
plant program at the Hospital General de México.

After being an adjunct professor of the postgraduate 
course in General Surgery for many years, the Dr. Guti-
érrez Vega takes the direction of the course, where so 
many generations of young surgeons were trained in 
our hospital. His name was then proposed for the In-
ternational Medical Knowledge Contest (CICoM), which 
is held among students from various national and inter-
national universities.

In 1994, he was invited to the Medical Directorate and 
later to the Medical Deputy General Director, Hospital 
General de México, as a manager, he had the opportu-
nity to train in the field of medicine hitherto unknown to 
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him: hospital administration. As was his custom, he over-
came his inexperience with preparation, determination, 
and dedication. He used to be the first to arrive and the 
last to leave. The Dr. Gutiérrez Vega studied a master’s 
degree in Senior Management, at the Pan-American 
Institute of Senior Business Management (IPADE).

Already more familiar with the structure and organi-
zation of the hospital, he had in mind to integrate a 
larger work group, that is why he created the Office of 
Assistants to the Director, non-existed until then, which, 
together with the hiring of more assistance personnel 
in the afternoon and evening favored the increase in 
patient care capacity. At the end of his term as Medical 
Deputy General Director, he returned fully to health-
care activities.

Later, he was General Director of Arbitration at the 
Comisión Nacional de Arbitraje Médico (CONAMED), 
where he used all his medical and professional expe-
rience to contribute to the solution of the medical prob-
lems that were presented to the Commission. During 
this period at CONAMED, he published the most sig-
nificant clinical cases, in medical journals, to expose 
the importance of the doctor-patient relationship in the 
medical act, the constant improvement in medical care, 
the consideration of bioethical aspects by the health 
personnel and knowledge of the regulations for the 
medical and surgical care of patients5,6.

In 2014, the Dr. Gutiérrez Vega accepts the position 
of editor in chief of the Medical Journal of the Hospital 
General de México; one of his first changes was to 
publish the medical journal in the English language; in 
the editorial of volume 77 of our journal he explains 
and justifies the reasons for this change; which con-
sisted of making it more competitive in the international 
arena7. For 5 years, he encouraged researchers from 
the Hospital General de México and the UNAM School 
of Medicine, among other health institutions, to publish 
their work in our medical journal (Fig. 3), always with 
the idea to improve scientific quality and its impact 
factor.

He was a member of the Medical Society of the Hos-
pital General de México, where he participated as Pres-
ident of the Honor and Justice Commission in the period 
2015-2017 (Fig. 4). At the end of 2018, as editor of the 
Medical Journal of the Hospital General de México, he 
signed the agreement, to continue publishing the re-
search work of health professionals, with the Permanyer 
Mexico publishing house (Fig. 5).

Still young, in his most productive years, in the midst 
of his tenacious work as an editor in chief, a severe 
blow to his health forced him to gradually abandon his 

Figure 1. Dr. Rafael Gutiérrez Vega, 1955-2022.

Figure 2. Seated from left to right: Dr. José Arturo Ortega 
Salgado, Dr. Rafael Gutiérrez Vega, Dr. Luis Padilla 
Sánchez. Standing from left to right: Dr. Carlos Agustín 
Rodríguez Paz, Dr. Eduardo E. Montalvo Jave, Dr. Adiola 
García Colín, Dr. Gregorio Quintero Beulo, Dr. Irma 
Carrillo Soto. Department of Surgery. Faculty of 
Medicine, UNAM.

activities to receive various treatments. When he visited 
the hospital during this time (the most difficult test he 
would face in his life), he did so with the best attitude, 
splendidly dressed, with the elegance that always char-
acterized him. He published a large number of scientific 
articles, conferences, and presentations of scientific 
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papers at national and international conferences, book 
chapters, and medical dissemination documents. In ad-
dition, he was a member of the most important medical 
and surgical associations and societies, including 
the Mexican Academy of Surgery, being an Emeritus 
member, also in the same category in the Mexican 
Association of General Surgery.

His last years were dedicated to enjoying the things, 
he was most passionate about: art in all its forms, 

especially literature. He traveled a lot, strengthened 

family, and emotional ties; he enjoyed pleasant compa-

ny and also enjoyed solitude; times of retreat and deep 

reflection. When the disease returned, he did too. He 

returned to the place and the family that saw him born. 

It seemed that when leaving, he wanted to take every-

thing that he saw coming.

All of us who had the privilege of knowing Dr. Gutiérrez 

Vega will always remember him as a surgeon of excel-

lence, with charisma and a deep humanitarian sense, 

but with a simple and cordial treatment, enthusiastic 

about knowledge and research and actively participat-

ing in academic exchanges. Inside and outside our 

hospital, he always contributes to reflection and im-

provement, with his point of view on excellence, sur-

rounded by young people, students and doctors, whom 

he helped with their theses or accompanied them in 

their first steps in research and integrating them into 

their own projects.

Funding

The authors have not received specific aid from pub-

lic sector organizations, non-profit entities.

Figure 4. Dr. Rafael Gutiérrez Vega after rendering his 
report as editor of the Medical Journal of the General 
Hospital of Mexico, accompanied to his left by Dr. Sergio 
Cuevas Covarrubias President of the Medical Society of 
the General Hospital of Mexico, Dr. Eduardo Liceaga, 
2020-2022 and to his right Dr. Octavio Amancio Chassin 
Treasurer of the Medical Society of the General Hospital 
of Mexico, Dr. Eduardo Liceaga, 2022-2023.

Figure 5. Signing of the agreement with the publishing 
house Permanyer México being president of the Medical 
Society of the General Hospital of Mexico, Dr. Eduardo 
Liceaga Dr. Arturo Larrazolo López (2019-2020) and editor 
in chief of the medical journal Dr. Rafael Gutiérrez Vega. 
With him at the signing from left to right: Dr. Marco 
Antonio Durán Padilla (2022-2023), Dr. Fiacro Jiménez 
Ponce, Dr. Eduardo Montalvo Jave (2015-2016), 
Dr. Adolfo Martínez Tovar and Frank García Lora 
representative of Permanyer México.

Figure 3. From left to right: Dr. Oscar Chapa Azuela, Dr. 
Alejandro Rodríguez Báez, Dr. José Humberto Garza 
Flores, Dr. Jimena Iberri, Dr. Rafael Gutiérrez Vega, Dr. 
Enrique Fernández Hidalgo, Dr. Luis Humberto Ortega 
León, Dr. Luis Miguel Cruz Melgar, Dr. Eduardo E. 
Montalvo Javé, Dr. Francisco Galindo González.
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Reconstructive management of total lower lip defects with a 
modified gate flap at the “Dr. Eduardo liceaga” General 
Hospital of Mexico
Héctor Ortíz-Martínez*, and Rodolfo L. Ríos-Lara y López
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Service, Hospital General de México “Dr. Eduardo Liceaga”, Mexico City, Mexico

oRIGINAl ARtIClE

Abstract

objective: A surgical proposal is presented for the management of total lower lip defects based on the technique described 
in 1980 by Fujimori, called gate flap. The most common cause of total lip defects is oncological resections; likewise, epidermoid 
cancer represents more than 90% of the types of cancer in the lip. Reconstructive management after excisional treatment 
requires extensive anatomical knowledge of the area, and free flaps are currently the gold standard for total lower lip defects. 
It is for this reason that after a review of the surgical options described, we made modifications to the Fujimori gate flap. 
Materials and Methods: The gate flap modified by us consists in a unilateral musculocutaneous flap, generating less donor 
site morbidity, and adding a palmaris longus tendon graft, performing a double pulley system for reconstruction of the oral 
sphincter, achieving adequate fluid continence. Three cases of elderly patients with total defects of the lower lip are presented. 
Results: We found that Modified Gate Flap are superior to the gold standard (radial free flap). Achieving adequate skin cov-
erage, restoration of the oral sphincter, shorter surgical time, they do not present complications associated with the procedure. 
Conclusions:  The ideal reconstruction should have  not only an adequate aesthetic appearance, but also the restoration of 
function, associated with the lowest incidence of complications, with reproducible and constant results, which lead to a high 
degree of satisfaction of the patient and the surgical team; Same scenario we found with our therapeutic option.

Keywords: Lower lip reconstruction. Gate flap. Lip neoplasia. Lip diseases. Reconstructive surgical procedures.
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Introduction

Reconstruction of the lower lip in total defects or 
> 90% implies extensive knowledge of facial anatomy 
and surgical techniques in the reconstructive algorithm 
to preserve the sphincter function of the mouth.

The main cause of total defects of the lower lip is 
oncological resections, mainly caused secondary to the 
appearance of squamous cell cancer, which represents 
more than 90% of the types of lip cancer. Squamous 
cell cancer presents as ulcerated and exophytic le-
sions, slow-growing, with potential lymph node spread 

in the submandibular and submental regions. Its diag-
nosis is clinical and histopathological and should be 
complemented to the diagnostic approach with compu-
ted tomography images for lesions larger than 2  cm. 
The treatment is surgical resection with negative mar-
gins, and depending on the clinical stage, a lymphatic 
resection will be performed toward the corresponding 
lymph node replacement, and adjuvant chemotherapy 
and radiotherapy1.

The classic reconstructive algorithm will depend on 
the size of the defect and location, with oral competen-
ce and plane reconstruction as its main objective2.
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The reconstructive algorithm in lower lip defects is 
summarized in: small defects (< 30% or 1/3 part), inter-
mediate (30-60% or up to 2/3 parts), and total defects 
(> 90%), and its management is with direct closure 
options, local flaps, and free flaps, respectively.

For intermediate defects (2/3 parts), the option is local 
flaps, the most used are those defects that involve the 
commissure: the Eastlander flap (interpolation flap, full 
thickness, triangular in shape, based on the labial arte-
ries, and donor site the oral commissure), and in central 
lesions the Abbe flap (same characteristics as the East-
lander with a central donor site), including modifications 
thereof. In major central defects, the Karapandzic, Gi-
llies, or Webster-Bernard flaps (Bernard1) are used.

The gold standard for total lower lip defects is the 
radial free flap with graft harvesting from the palmaris 
longus covered by it, providing internal and external co-
verage, and continuity of the orbicularis oculi muscle3.

To present an alternative for total lower lip defects 
comparable to the gold standard, a review of recons-
tructive techniques is carried out. The technique des-
cribed by Fujimori is optimized, in which internal and 
external coverage is achieved with preservation of oral 
continence and restoration of the continuity of the or-
bicularis oris muscle, providing less morbidity, and ade-
quate functional and esthetic results.

Material and methods

Three elderly male patients recruited by the Head 
and Neck Surgical Oncology service of the General 

Hospital of Mexico “Dr. Eduardo Liceaga” with a clinical 
Stage III diagnosis of epidermoid cancer in the entire 
lower lip (It is the only inclusion criterion of the study). 
The patients were candidates for management by 
means of surgical resection and lymph node dissection 
and were recruited by the Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery service of the same Hospital, a reconstructive 
surgical plan was given.

Reconstruction is performed using a Gate flap or Fu-
jimori flap with a modification to the original technique 
described by Ryosuke Fujimori (Fujimori4). An unilateral 
musculocutaneous flap based on the facial artery, with 
restoration of the oral sphincter, was performed. The 
same work team performs surgical procedure.

Results

Three elderly male patients are presented: 62, 60, 
and 70 years old, diagnosed with clinical Stage II epi-
dermoid cancer, candidates for oncological resection, 
and immediate reconstruction of the entire lower lip 
(Fig. 1).

Surgical technique

Anatomical references are taken; the path of the fa-
cial artery is identified and marked, checking it with a 
portable  8 mHz Doppler. Subsequently, including the 
artery, the dimensions of the flap are drawn, taking into 
account the size of the defect resulting from the onco-
logical resection in both axes, its upper limit will be the 

Figure 1. Patients diagnosed with clinical stage III epidermoid cancer, candidates for oncological resection and 
immediate reconstruction of the entire lower lip. 
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piriformis fossa and the lower one or pivot point even 
up to the mandibular ridge (Fig.  2). The oncosurgical 
team performs the tumor resection, in the first stage 
(Fig. 3). Subsequently, the second stage is performed, 
which consists of dissection in the cephalocaudal di-
rection, performing a musculocutaneous flap, partially 
including the levator labii muscle and zygomaticus 

minor and major. The facial artery is ligated at the 
upper limit of the flap and included, preserving the 
buccinator muscle and oral mucosa. Along its course, 
the superior labial artery will be ligated and the flap is 
rotated 90° (Fig. 4).

Next, the Palmaris longus tendon is taken and sutured 
with two simple stitches with 3-0 nylon to the upper 

Figure 2. The surgical marking of the gate flap described by Fujimori in 1980 is shown. Bilateral marking is performed 
and intrasurgical, the decision is made as to which side to use at the expense of oncosurgical margins and 
vascularity of the donor site.

Figure 3. Patients in the immediate postoperative period of oncological resection showing defects involving the 
entire lower lip.
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portion of the ipsilateral orbicularis muscle and a pulley 
system is made in the modiolus, checking the traction of 
the orbicularis. Continuing, a bridge is made through the 
flap between the subcutaneous cellular tissue and its 
muscular portion until a new pulley system is created in 
the contralateral modiolus, and it is concluded by fixing 
it with 3-0 nylon to the contralateral orbicularis oculi mus-
cle, with two points simple. Traction of the tendon graft 

is checked to ensure that the sphincter function of the 
mouth is adequate. The bloody area of muscle tissue in 
the oral cavity is covered with a full-thickness graft, taken 
in our case from the inguinal region, fenestrations are 
made to avoid seroma and hematomas, and it is fixed on 
the periphery with simple 4-0 polyglactin sutures. It is 
concluded by placing a nasogastric tube to protect the 
integrity of the graft in the oral mucosa (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Immediate post-surgical result of the three patients.

Figure 4. Trans-surgical images when performing a 90° rotation of the flap. Left image: the palmaris longus tendon 
can be seen passing through a bridge made subcutaneously in the flap.
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Surgical time for surgical resection and supraomoh-
yoid neck dissection for oncosurgery was 90-120 min. 
Second surgical time modified gate flap is performed 
in 100 min with two surgical teams. Post-surgical ma-
nagement: a nasogastric tube is placed and oral fasting 
and enteral feeding are indicated for 7 days, then oral 
administration is restored with a soft consistency diet.

Follow-up

The first two patients progressed adequately and did 
not present complications associated with the flap or 
the graft and adequate oral competence (Fig.  6). 
The third patient (70  years old) died at the 
4th month due to complications associated with onco-
logical pathology.

Discussion

The gold standard for coverage of defects > 90% is 
free flaps, with the Chinese flap using the palmaris 
longus tendon being the main one3.

Traditional local flaps for coverage of total or subtotal 
defects such as the Karapandzic flap5 (bilateral lip ad-
vancement myocutaneous flap, with a design of conti-
nuation of the lip defect toward the nasolabial folds) 
Gillies flap6 (or Fan-flap, which consists of advancing a 
full-thickness unilateral flap from the lip where the re-
section was performed, continuing the incision towards 
the labiomental sulcus and continuing over nasolabial 
fold) and Webster-Bernard7 (modification of the Ber-
nard flap, being a full-thickness flap, advanced, with 
excision of skin triangles based on the nasolabial fold, 
extending to the cheek, and moving them medially until 

they meet the contralateral flap, together with Webster’s 
contribution with the excision of four triangles of cheek 
skin to allow advancement) provide adequate coverage 
of the defect, however, without preservation or partial 
preservation of the function, and obtaining as a result 
the main adverse effect: the microstoma.

The flaps described by Alic et al.8 (modification of the 
Fujimori flap as it is unilateral full-thickness) and Gürel et 
al.9 (carrying it out unilaterally or bilaterally as full-thickness 
Fujimori, with marking on the oral mucosa respecting pa-
pilla of the Stenon duct, in order not to injure it) with mo-
difications of the original Fujimori technique, provide skin 
coverage without achieving oral continence or restoration 
of the sphincter of the mouth and represent a high risk of 
injury to the Stenon duct by including the mucosa oral, just 
as they do not give continuity to the oral sphincter.

There are reconstructive options with regional flaps 
such as the pectoral, deltopectoral, and mental flap for 
coverage of large defects; however, the esthetic and 
satisfaction result is affected from our point of view, as 
well as the impossibility of restoring oral competence.

This surgical proposal provides less morbidity of the 
donor site and less risk of complications associated with 
reconstruction, under the following premises: (1) it is 
unilateral, (2) the oral mucosa and buccinator muscle 
are respected, abolishing the risk of injury to the Stenon 
duct, (3) the length of the orbicularis muscle is restored 
by replacing it with a palmaris longus graft to preserve 
sphincter function, and (4) microstomia is avoided by 
not involving subunits of the lip for reconstruction.

Our technique is reproducible and requires an ade-
quate knowledge of the anatomy of the face and neck, 
in addition to a close relationship with the oncosurgical 
team to preserve the facial artery.

It can be considered in results even superior to the 
current gold standard since it creates less donor site 
morbidity and provides the same oral competence with 
the use of the tendon graft, adding the pulley system.

Conclusion

The reconstructive gate flap option modified by the 
authors implies less morbidity as it is performed unilate-
rally, without presenting risk of injury to the Stenon duct; 
in addition, to recreating the oral sphincter through the 
pulley system with the palmaris tendon graft compared 
to the other techniques, where the main benefit is the 
coverage of the defect and not the oral competence that 
is achieved through this flap. In addition, we managed 
to avoid the most notorious adverse effect of the total 
reconstructions of the entire lip: the microstoma, by 

Figure 6. Post-surgical result of two patients at 6 
months. Left image: the patient currently receiving 
radiotherapy and chemotherapy for tumor recurrence.
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respecting the integrity of our upper lip and the mucosa 
of our cheeks. The degree of satisfaction of the patients 
and the surgical team was favorable.

We consider the need to include a larger population 
to carry out an adequate statistical analysis of morbi-
dities, complications, and evolution to have convincing 
evidence to support our surgical proposal as the gold 
standard for sequelae of this nature.
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Abstract

Introduction: In cholelithiasis, lipid and histopathological alterations have been found and suggest the accumulation of 
lipids in the gallbladder tissue (cholesterolosis), due to the few existing reports a study was carried out to determine their 
association. objectives: The aim of the study was to evaluate the association between the lipid profile and gallbladder his-
topathology in patients with cholelithiasis undergoing cholecystectomy. Methodology: An observational, cross-sectional, 
analytical, and prospective study was carried out in a group of patients from the Hospital General de México “Eduardo 
Liceaga” undergoing elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy from January 2015 to January 2020. With approval of the proto-
col by the ethics and research committee, the following variables were considered: age, sex, BMI, comorbidities (diabetes, 
dyslipidemia, hypertension, cirrhosis), LDL-C, HDL-C, total cholesterol, triglycerides, and histopathological findings (cholester-
olosis, polyps, xanthogranulomatosis, acute cholecystitis, and cholecystitis chronicle). A descriptive and inferential analysis 
was performed with SPSS v.24. It was considered p < 0.05 as significant. Results: From a group of 302 patients, 133 cases 
(108 women and 25 men) were included in the study. They presented overweight (39%) and obesity (33%), the lipid profile 
with hypoalphalipoproteinemia (61%), hypertriglyceridemia (40%), hypercholesterolemia (17%), and elevated LDL-C (16%); 
and in histopathology chronic cholecystitis (70%), cholesterolosis (28%), and acute cholecystitis (7%). Discussion: Our 
sample is representative of the Mexican population (in physical characteristics and lipid profile). However, no significant 
association was found between dyslipidemia and histopathological findings.
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Introduction

Cholelithiasis are hardened deposits (stones) of di-
gestive fluid formed in the gallbladder, which are locat-
ed within it or migrate to the main bile duct (MBD) and 
intrahepatic bile ducts. They are classified according to 

their composition and cholesterol stones are the most 
frequent with a prevalence of 10-15% in adults1,2.

Its prevalence reaches its peak between 60-70 years 
(30% in women and 20% in men). However, studies in-
dicate that its global prevalence is 64.1% in women and 
29.5% in men3. It is a common problem in developed 
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countries, representing a significant health burden, in the 
United States (EU) between 20 and 25 million adults 
have it4, consuming up to $6.5 billion5,6. In Latin Ameri-
ca, it occurs between 5 and 15%, and in Mexico 14.3% 
of adults present it (8.5% men and 20.5% women)7.

More than 80% of cases are asymptomatic, only 10-
20% will present symptoms within 5-20 years after di-
agnosis. Biliary colic occurs in 1-2% per year8,9. Its 
complications (cholecystitis, choledocholithiasis, pan-
creatitis due to gallstones, and cholangitis) occur with 
an annual rate of 0.1-0.3%8. Among its main risk factors 
are obesity, a diet rich in fat and a sedentary 
lifestyle10,11.

Lipid profile abnormalities in patients with 
cholelithiasis

Altered serum lipids in cholelithiasis due to choles-
terol stones suggest metabolic syndrome. More than 
half of patients with cholelithiasis could have a lipid 
disorder. It is accepted that the main event in the 
pathogenesis of cholesterol stones is altered lipid me-
tabolism due to an increase in cholesterol levels com-
pared to other lipids secreted by the liver into the 
bile12.

Dyslipidemia is characterized by elevated levels of 
total cholesterol (TC), triglycerides (TG), low-density 
lipoproteins (LDL), and low levels of high-density lipo-
proteins (HDL). Studies have shown the association 
between dyslipidemia and stones, especially the in-
crease in TG and LDL13.

Channa et al. analyzed the serum lipid profile in pa-
tients with cholelithiasis and patients without cholelithi-
asis. They showed that elevated levels of TC, free 
cholesterol, LDL, TG, and reduced levels of HDL 
played an important role in the pathogenesis of gall-
stones in 45-year-old women with more than three 
children14.

Acute/chronic cholecystitis is a chronic relapsing 
hepatobiliary disease, which can result from impaired 
metabolism of cholesterol, bilirubin, and bile acid. Many 
studies have shown an association between gallstones 
and abnormal lipids15,16. Due to cholelithiasis, various 
histopathological changes are produced in the mucosa 
of the gallbladder (acute, chronic and granulomatous 
inflammation, hyperplasia, cholesterolosis, dysplasia, 
and carcinoma). Being symptomatic, therapeutic inter-
vention is necessary17.

The objective of this study was to investigate the 
association between the histopathological finding of 
gallbladder lithiasis (secondary to an inflammatory 

process, hyperplasia, metaplasia, or carcinoma) and 
the lipid profile of patients undergoing laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy.

Material and methods

An observational, cross-sectional, analytical, and 
retrospective study was carried out. Records of pa-
tients over 18 years of age from the “Eduardo Liceaga” 
General Hospital of Mexico, who underwent laparo-
scopic cholecystectomy for cholelithiasis were ana-
lyzed in the period of January 2015 to January 2020. 
The pre-operative lipid profile was considered. Cases 
of patients older than 18 years of both sexes who un-
derwent laparoscopic cholecystectomy for cholelithia-
sis were included in the study. Patients with incom-
plete clinical records were excluded from the study. 
The study was submitted for review by the Research 
Bioethics Committee of the General Hospital of Mex-
ico “Eduardo Liceaga”. Obtaining the following vari-
ables age, sex, BMI, comorbidities (diabetes, dyslip-
idemia, hypertension, cirrhosis, and other), LDL-c, 
HDL-c, TC, TG, cholesterolosis, polyps, xanthogranu-
lomatosis, acute cholecystitis, chronic cholecystitis, 
and other finding histopathological. For the statistical 
analysis, the IBM SPSS version  24 software was 
used.

Results

Three hundred and two files were reviewed, of which 
133 met the inclusion criteria. Twenty-five were men 
and 108 women, with an average age of 42.5 ± 13.86 
years. The average weight in men was 77 ± 11.91 kg 
and 68.43 ± 12.03  kg for women. Height was 1.68 ± 
0.08 m in men and 1.56 ± 0.06 m in women. The BMI 
in male patients was 27.86 ± 4.0 kg/m2 and 27.92 ±  
4.34 kg/m2 in female patients.

Serum levels of LDL, HDL, cholesterol, and 
triglycerides of patients

TC levels were 172.5 ± 41.94 mg/dl, TG 165.1 ± 
114.06 mg/dl, LDL-c 110 ± 42.67 mg/dl, and HDL-c 46.8 
± 12.82 mg/dl. In addition, the proportion of patients 
who presented abnormal values of these lipids was 
analyzed. It was found that 16.5% of the patients had 
hypercholesterolemia (values > 200 mg/dl), 39% hyper-
triglyceridemia (> 150 mg/dl), 16.5% high levels of 
c-LDL (> 130 mg/dl), and 57.8% low levels of c-HDL  
(< 50 mg/dl) (Fig. 1).



Figure 2. Frequency of pathologies in histopathological reports.
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Frequency of cholesterolosis, polyps, 
xanthogranulomatosis, acute cholecystitis, 
chronic cholecystitis, and other 
histopathological findings

Chronic cholecystitis was found in 94 cases, choles-
terolosis in 38, acute and chronic cholecystitis in 10, 
autolysis in 8, and adenocarcinoma in one case 
(Fig. 2).

Comparison between dyslipidemias and 
normal levels with reported pathologies

The Chi-square test was performed (CI 122-197) to 
evaluate the concordance between dyslipidemia with 
each reported pathology, without finding an association 
(Table  1). The four most common pathology reports 
were compared with dyslipidemia data, without finding 
an association (Table 2).

Figure 1. Proportion of patients with abnormal serum values. A: cholesterol. B: triglycerides. C: LDL-c. D: HDL-c.

D
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Discussion

In the sociodemographic characteristics of our pa-
tients, 33% presented obesity and 39% overweight, 
compared with the national characteristics where 39.1% 
presented obesity and 36.1% overweight. Regarding 
dyslipidemia, 17% had hypercholesterolemia, 40% hy-
pertriglyceridemia, 16% high levels of LDL-c, and 61% 
low levels of HDL-c (hypoalphalipoproteinemia). In Mex-
ico, 31% have hypercholesterolemia, 47% hypertri-
glyceridemia, and 55.2% hypoalphalipoproteinemia18. 
Histopathological reports coincide with the three 
phases of gallbladder inflammation from cystic duct 
obstruction (edema, hemorrhage, and gallbladder wall 
necrosis and leukocyte infiltration with subsequent wall 
necrosis and perforation)5.

Among the international studies with the largest num-
ber of patients is the one of Yaylak et al., who reported 
429 cases. The most common report was cholestero-
losis (18%), followed by acute cholecystitis (10.7%). Bat-
tha and Singh reported 287  cases demonstrating 
chronic cholecystitis in 73.3% of cases. In our study, 
the most common finding was chronic cholecystitis 
(70%), cholesterolosis (28%), and acute cholecystitis 
(7%). No significant correlation between dyslipidemia 
and histopathological findings was found in comparison 
with the study by Battha and Singh19,20. However, we 

highlight the findings of gastric metaplasia and adeno-
myomatous hyperplasia in patients with altered lipid 
profile.

Conclusions

Alterations in the lipid profile were not associated with 
the following histopathological findings: Chronic chole-
cystitis, cholesterolosis, and xanthogranulomatosis in 
patients after elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy. 
However, the association of dyslipidemia with gastric 
metaplasia and adenomyomatous hyperplasia can be 
studied in a larger population. It should be noted that 
there are few reports that list all the histopathological 
findings of the gallbladder in the Mexican population, 
despite the fact that it is a very common pathology in 
our country, as we have already described. This, to-
gether with the characteristics of our population (over-
weight, obesity, and dyslipidemia) represents an area 
of opportunity in studies with a greater number of 
cases.
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Abstract

objective: Our objective was to evaluate the frequency of expression and determine the expression levels of the NY-ESO-1 
gene in patients with DLBCL as well as to examine its relationship with clinical parameters and survival. Methods: We ana-
lyzed NY-ESO-1 gene expression levels using real-time quantitative RT-PCR (RT-qPCR) in 112  patients with DLBCL. The 
associations between the expression of the NY-ESO-1 gene and the clinical variables were evaluated using the Chi-square 
test and Fisher’s exact test. Overall survival (OS) was determined using the Kaplan–Meier method. Result: The results showed 
that the NY-ESO-1 gene was expressed in 46.4% (52/112) of patients with DLBCL, and NY-ESO-1 gene expression was 
associated with clinical parameters such as LDH, clinical stage, and International Prognostic Index (IPI) (p ≤ 0.05). High 
levels of NY-ESO-1 gene expression were associated with advanced disease stages, and the survival rates after 5.3 years 
of tracking were lower in the patients expressing the NY-ESO-1 gene (66.4%) than in those not expressing the gene (23.1%). 
Conclusion: The expression levels of the NY-ESO-1 gene in patients with DLBCL may be of great utility for diagnosing and 
determining the prognosis of this disease.
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Introduction

Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is the most 
common type of lymphoma, and it is responsible for 
approximately 30-50% of all new cases1,2. DLBCL rep-
resents a heterogeneous group of tumors with highly 
variable genetic abnormalities, clinical characteristics, 
responses to treatment, and prognosis3-5. The diagno-
sis of DLBCL is accomplished through histopathologi-
cal studies and immunophenotyping. The following 
clinical criteria are currently used for determining the 

prognosis of this disease: clinical stage, functional state 
(ECOG), International Prognostic Index (IPI), LDH lev-
els, and β2 microglobulin levels. Despite advances in 
immunotherapy (anti-CD20 therapy) as well as the in-
corporation of new cytotoxic agents (bendamustine), a 
select group of patients continues to have an unfavor-
able prognosis6.

The subdivision of DLBCL into two major biological 
categories based on their presumed cell of origin: ger-
minal center B cell (GCB), and activated B cell (ABC)7.
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Several molecular alterations have been identified in 
DLBCL, such as the expression of the NY-ESO-1 gene 
(New  York esophageal squamous cell carcinoma-1), 
which is part of the group of cancer-testis antigen 
(CTA)8-9. This gene encodes a protein that is overex-
pressed in many cancers, but absent in normal tissue 
except for testicular10-11. This gene is found in a dupli-
cated region of the X-chromosome and, therefore, has 
a neighboring gene of identical sequence. It has been 
used to diagnose and assess the prognosis of various 
types of cancer11-12, and its expression is restricted 
solely to immune-privileged germinal cells, which are 
the most immunogenic of this family13-14. It is abnormal-
ly expressed in a variety of cancers and is associated 
with the unfavorable evolution of cancer of the cervix 
and breast, as well as multiple myeloma and non-small 
cell lung cancer15-19.

Levels of expression of the NY-ESO-1 gene were 
analyzed in patients with DLBCL using quantitative RT-
PCR (RT-qPCR) in real time and relationship between 
the clinical parameters and survival rate, the detection 
of NY-ESO-1 by RT-qPCR could be useful for disease 
prognosis and follow-up.

Materials and methods

Type of study

This was a prospective, descriptive observational, 
clinical study between April 2018 and June 2020.

Study population

This was a prospective clinical study with 112  pa-
tients with DLBCL who had previously provided signed 
informed consent forms. The histological diagnosis was 
established according to the World Health Organization 
(WHO) classification (SH, 2020). Approval for the pres-
ent study was provided by the Ethics Committee of the 
Hospital General de Mexico “Dr. Eduardo Liceaga.” The 
informed written consents were collected from all en-
rolled patients and the entire study was performed 
based on the Declaration of Helsinki.

The study population was characterized according to 
their clinical parameters, including prior medical history, 
disease stage, and levels of lactate dehydrogenases 
(LDHs). The average age was 45 years (range 18-69), 
and 46.4% were male and 53.5% female. The patients 
were treated with R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophospha-
mide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone). Pa-
tients who showed a partial response to treatment were 

treated with dexamethasone, etoposide, and cisplatin 
as second-line chemotherapy at the discretion of the 
treating doctor. The survival global analysis was con-
ducted after 5.3 years.

Lymph node biopsies

Lymph nodes from the patients were frozen in liquid 
nitrogen immediately after surgical excision and stored 
until RNA extraction.

Testicular tissue

Testicular tissue from a 60-year-old patient with pros-
tate cancer was used to determine the levels of relative 
expression basal of the NY-ESO-1 gene.

RNA extraction and cDNA preparation

Total cellular RNA was extracted from the frozen tis-
sue and the controls using TRIzol® Reagent (Life Tech-
nologies, Paisley, UK). The RNA was stored at –80°C 
until needed. A total of 2 µg of RNA was used for the 
synthesis of cDNA by means of the reverse transcrip-
tase M-MLV (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK).

Quantitative real-time PCR assay

The mRNA expression levels of the NY-ESO-1 
(Hs00265824_m1)19 and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase (GAPDH; Hs00985689) genes were 
measured using the TaqMan® gene expression assay 
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The GAP-
DH gene was used as an endogenous control, and 
each sample was analyzed in triplicate.

The relative gene expression levels were calculated 
by the 2-ΔΔCt method. We used the median as cutoff 
between high and low expression.

Statistical analysis

The analyses between NY-ESO-1 gene expression 
and the clinical variables were performed using Chi-
square test and Spearman test. The survival data were 
analyzed using the Kaplan–Meier method and com-
pared with the log-rank test, considering p ≤ 0.05 to 
be statistically significant. The statistical program 
S.P.S.S. version 20 (Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences, SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) was used for the 
analyses.
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Results

Frequency of NY-ESO-1 expression at the 
mRNA level in DLBCL patients

The frequency of NY-ESO-1 gene expression was 
46.4% (52/112). The levels of relative expression with 
respect to control (testicular tissue) were 0.2  times in 
Stages I/II, while in Stages III/IV, they were 1.5  times 
and 2.2  times, respectively, (Fig. 1). The expression 
levels were significantly different between Stages III 
and IV in comparison with Stage I/II, revealing a rela-
tion hip between the level of expression and ad-
vanced-stage disease (p = 0.007).

Association of NY-ESO-1 expression with 
clinical variables

The statistical analysis showed significant values for 
the parameters of LDH, clinical stage, and IPI (p ≤ 0.05). 
Elevated LDH levels in serum and a high IPI were as-
sociated with gene expression in 39.2% (p = 0.001) and 
32.1% (p = 0.019) of the patients, respectively. In addi-
tion, 42.8% of the positives were associated with clini-
cal Stage III or IV (p = 0.001) (Table 1).

Expression of NY-ESO-1 and its relation to 
the survival rate

The study was performed over 5.3  years, and sur-
vival median at 3  years was 23.1% for the positive 
patients and 66.4% for the negative patients (Fig.  2). 
During this period, we observed that 76.9% (40/52) of 
the patients expressing NY-ESO-1 died. In contrast, 
33.3% (20/60) of the negative patients died. In the 
statistical analysis, a log-rank value of p = 0.001 was 
calculated.

Discussion

Patients with DLBCL exhibit heterogeneous clinical 
characteristics, as well as variability in their responses 
to treatment and prognoses20-22. Although survival can 
be estimated based on clinical parameters (age, LDH 
levels in serum, extranodal site involvement, disease 
stage, and immunophenotype B), as well as molecular 
abnormalities (p53, BCL-2, BCL6, MUM.1, and Ki67), 
controversy exists regarding their utility as prognostic 
and survival markers23. As a result, it is of paramount 
importance to find new markers that could be incorpo-
rated to determine the prognosis of this disease.

We evaluated the clinic pathological relevance of NY-
ESO-1 gene expression in patients with DLBCL at di-
agnosis who were admitted to the hematology service 
of the Hospital General de México. We decided to ex-
amine the expression of the NY-ESO-1 gene in patients 
with lymphoma, as it is a CTA present in various types 
of cancer and is associated with clinical factors such 
as poor prognosis and lower survival24-25. We con-
firmed that NY-ESO-1 gene expression is associated 
with the advanced stage of the disease, changes in the 
levels of LDH and the IPI, and survival rates. In DLBCL, 
there are no reports of an association between the 
expression of this gene and clinical parameters. Hudo-
lin et al.26 analyzed the expression of the NY-ESO-1 
gene in 24  samples of testicular tissue with DLBCL; 
expression was observed in 54.1% and was not cor-
related with clinical parameters or survival. We ob-
served that the percentage of expression of the NY-
ESO-1 gene in the stages of the disease in patients 
with DLBCL was 3.5% in Stages I-II and 42.8% in 
Stages III-IV. These results are consistent with the pre-
vious reports on melanoma in which a percentage of 
3.34% was observed in Stage I and 9.52% in Stage II, 
and up to 45% in Stage III27. Similar results were re-
ported in bladder and prostate cancer, where the fre-
quency of expression increases with respect to the 
stage of the disease28-30.

Only two studies have measured the expression lev-
els in metastatic esophageal squamous cell carcinoma 

Figure 1. mRNA expression levels of NY-ESO-1 in DLCBL 
stages. The expression results were obtained from four 
samples from Stages I and II, 48 from Stages III and IV. 
Significant differences between results (p ≤ 0.5) were 
obtained means of parametric test. T, testicular tissue.
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genes and global survival in patients with DLBCL and 
did not observe an association37. Rearrangements of 
the BCL-6 gene have been associated with 50% sur-
vival at 5  years in patients treated with R-CHOP, al-
though the reported expression frequency was only 
19%38. We have reported that the MAGE-A3 gene is 
associated with a decrease in survival in patients with 
DLBCL39.

NY-ESO-1 gene expression in patients with DLBCL 
may be helpful for identifying and stratifying risk groups, 
with other molecular marker of this disease that may 
benefit from new or intensified therapies.

Conclusion

Our results demonstrate that expression of the NY-
ESO-1 gene is associated with a poor prognosis of 
patients with DLBCL, and it is highly important to incor-
porate this gene into panels of existing molecular 
markers.
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Table 1. Associations between clinical characteristics 
and NY-ESO-1 expression in DLBCL patients

Expression No expression

Median (range) 58 (18-69) 37 (19-65)

Sex
Male
Female

(%) 20 (17.8)
32 (28.5)

(%) 32 (28.5)
28 (25)

More than 1 extra nodal site
Yes
No 32 (28.5)

20 (17.8)
20 (17.85)
40 (35.7)

ECOG performance status 
greater

0
1
2
3
4

0
28 (25)

24 (21.4)
0
0

4 (3.5)
48 (42.8)

8 (7)
0
0

Serum LDH level > normal
Yes
No

44 (39.2)
8 (7)

12 (10.7)
48 (42.8)
0.001*

IPI
Low
Low-intermediate
High

4 (3.5)
12 (10.7)
36 (32.1)

28 (25)
20 (17.8)
12 (10.7)
0.019*

Stage
I-II
III-IV

4 (3.5)
48 (42.8)

40 (35.7)
20 (17.8)
0.001*

*Chi-square value significance level p ≤ 0.05.
LDH: lactate dehydrogenase.

Figure 2. Overall survival in DLCBL patients based on the 
NY-ESO-1 expression. The 5.3 years overall survival rate 
is analyzed in patients. Survival median at 3 years was 
23.1 for the positive and 66.4% for the negative patients 
(p = 0.001).

and non-small-cell lung cancer using RT-qPCR, and 
elevated transcription levels were associated with ad-
vanced disease stages31-32.

The increase in the level of NY-ESO-1 gene transcrip-
tion in patients with DLBCL is a finding of great impor-
tance; it could be a prognostic marker for this disease. 
In addition, the increase in advanced stages of the 
disease may explain its oncogenic role and the prolif-
erative advantage it confers to tumor cells33-34.

Global survival is lower in patients who express NY-
ESO-1, and these results concur with those reported 
for lung cancer, demonstrating that the expression of 
NY-ESO-1 is significantly associated with an adverse 
prognosis35. Similar data associating the expression of 
this gene with decreased disease-free survival have 
been reported for gastrointestinal and bladder can-
cer36. Other reports have examined the associations 
between the expression of the p53, bcl-2, and ki67 
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Abstract

COVID-19 is mainly a respiratory illness caused by the SARS-CoV-2 but can also lead to GI symptoms. The primary host 
receptor which mediates the mechanism as SARS-CoV-2 enters the cell is the ACE2 receptor. Therefore, GI symptoms can 
be common in COVID-19, and in some cases, they are the first manifestation even before fever and respiratory symptoms. In 
addition, the liver function tests alteration often is related to a worse prognosis. The exact incidence of GI symptoms is a 
matter of debate. Moreover, wide variation concerning GI symptoms frequency exists, but the predominant ones seem to be 
diarrhea, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain or discomfort. This review summarizes the most relevant findings of 
COVID-19 on the digestive system, including the liver, biliary tract, pancreas, the most common GI symptoms, and the atyp-
ical clinical GI manifestations.
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Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19) is mainly a 
respiratory disorder due to the severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2)1. However, 
more recent evidence now considers it a multisystemic 
infectious disease, and the digestive tract is one of the 
systems that could be affected2. This disease is char-
acterized by fever, dry cough, fatigue, and lymphope-
nia, in some cases leading to severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS), organ dysfunction, and death3. Fe-
ver is the most common symptom of COVID-19, which 
occurs in 83-98% of patients followed by cough in 46-
82% of patients. Overall, 80% of those infected in Hubei 
Province, China, were described as mild cases, 13.8% 

were severe cases warranting hospitalization, and 6.1% 
needed intensive care unit (ICU) care. COVID-19 may 
progress to severe bilateral pneumonia and acute re-
spiratory distress syndrome requiring prolonged me-
chanical ventilation4.

Many extrapulmonary manifestations of COVID-19 
have been described, suggesting that the hematologic, 
cardiovascular, renal, gastrointestinal (GI), hepatobiliary, 
endocrinologic, neurologic, ophthalmologic, reproduc-
tive, and dermatologic systems can all be affected5,6.

SARS‐CoV‐2 belongs to the beta coronavirus genus 
and enters cells through the angiotensin-converting en-
zyme 2 (ACE2) receptor7. A virus surface spike protein 
mediates SARS-CoV-2 binds to its receptor ACE2 
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through its receptor-binding domain (RBD) and is pro-
teolytically activated by human proteases8. ACE2 is 
highly expressed in many cells from various human 
organs9; particularly lungs, vascular endothelial cells, 
kidneys, gastrointestinal tract, liver, and arterial smooth 
muscle cells. Thus, all of these organs might be sus-
ceptible to SARS‐CoV‐2 infection6.

More attention has been paid to the GI manifestations 
of SARS-CoV-2 since SARS-CoV-2 RNA was first de-
tected in the stool of the first reported COVID-19 case 
in the United States, who also presented with diarrhea, 
nausea, and vomiting10,11. GI manifestations are com-
mon in patients with COVID-19. A study from China has 
reported that 50.5% of COVID-19 patients have at least 
one GI manifestation12; among GI manifestations of 
COVID-19, diarrhea seems to be the most commonly 
reported in children and adults13.

Methods

This is a narrative review. We searched PubMed, 
EMBASE, MEDLINE, and Web of Science up to Jan-
uary 2021 to identify all studies documenting the pres-
ence of gastrointestinal symptoms in patients with a 
confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19. The following 
search terms alone or matched with the Boolean op-
erators “AND” or “OR” were used: “COVID-19,” “SARS-
CoV-2,” “coronavirus,” “pandemic,” “diarrhea,” “gastro-
intestinal symptom(s),” “stool,” “feces,” “pancreas,” 
“pancreatitis,” “liver injury,” “hepatitis,” “biliary tract,” 
and “gastrointestinal bleeding.” No temporal, study 
design, or language restrictions were applied. We fo-
cused on full-text articles, but abstracts were consid-
ered if relevant (Fig. 1).

Overview of SARS-CoV-2 viral infection

SARS-CoV-2 binds its envelope homotrimeric spike 
protein to the membrane-bound form of angioten-
sin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) at the host cell mem-
brane to enter the host target cell14. The union of the 
virus with its ACE2 cellular receptor triggers internal-
ization of the complex into the cell, leading to the down-
regulation of the ACE215 and favoring the interruption 
of angiotensin II (AngII) metabolism; causing an in-
crease in its plasma concentration. AngII is responsible 
for a prothrombotic effect, endothelial and platelet ac-
tivation, vasoconstriction, and inflammation16.

Specific ACE2 expression in 
extrapulmonary tissues and its relation to 
gastrointestinal symptoms

SARS-CoV-2 contagiousness and pathogenicity 
mostly depend on the interactions, including virus at-
tachment, receptor recognition, protease cleaving, and 
membrane fusion17. Cell entry is a key component of 
cross-species transmission, mainly for the beta coro-
naviruses. All coronaviruses encode a surface spike 
protein, which binds to the host cell receptor and me-
diates viral entry18. The primary host receptor that me-
diates the mechanism as the SARS-CoV-2 enters the 
cell is the ACE2 receptor, which regulates the virus’s 
cross-species and human-to-human transmissions18-20. 
The broad distribution of ACE2 receptors in the venous 
and arterial endothelial cells, arterial smooth muscle 
cells, biliary tract, cardiovascular, renal, and GI tissues 
predisposes to the involvement of multiple organs, 
which may also explain the various extrapulmonary 
symptoms3.

The ACE2 cell surface receptor in the liver was more 
highly expressed in cholangiocytes (near to 60%) than 
hepatocytes (less than 3%). The level of ACE2 expres-
sion in cholangiocytes was similar to that in type 2 al-
veolar cells of the lungs; thus, the liver and biliary tract 
could be infected for SARS-CoV-2, causing dysfunc-
tion21. In the liver, immunohistochemistry stains for 
ACE2 were negative on T and B lymphocytes, Kupffer 
cells, as well as the sinusoidal endothelium22.

Zhang et al. revealed that ACE2 mRNA and protein 
are importantly expressed in small intestinal entero-
cytes but not on intestinal immune cells or goblet cells. 
ACE2 may mediate the invasion, amplification, and ac-
tivation of GI inflammation in the GI tract, leading to GI 
symptoms susceptibility3. Furthermore, SARS-CoV-2 
RNA can be detected in the stool of patients; thus, the 
virus could replicate in the enterocytes of the small 
intestine3,23. Among 20% of COVID-19  patients, viral 
RNA has been detected in the stool even after the na-
sopharyngeal swabs become negative24-26. Viral RNA 
can be detected in the stool of more than 50% of the 
COVID-19  patients with GI symptoms27. Chen et al. 
studied 42 laboratory-confirmed patients with COVID-19; 
67% of these patients tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 
RNA in stool samples; 64% of them remained positive 
during 7 (6-10) days for viral RNA in the stool after the 
pharyngeal swabs became negative28. Moreover, Wu 
et al. have shown that SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA may be 
present in fecal samples for nearly 5  weeks after the 
respiratory samples tested negative for the virus29.
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Positivity for SARS-CoV-2 RNA in stool specimens 
was not always related to GI symptoms or the severity 
of the disease since only 19% of patients in the case 
series of Chen Y had any GI clinical manifestation28.

The high expression of ACE2 protein, as a functional 
receptor for SARS-CoV-2 in the enterocytes, and the 
finding of the virus in the stool of patients indicate that 
fecal-oral transmission may also exist23-29.

Frequency of gastrointestinal 
manifestations

There are two main phases in SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
The early or viral phase occurs shortly after infection. 
It is characterized by low inflammatory activity and a 
high viral load, with scarcely any symptoms, but also 
associated with GI symptoms30. Then, in the progres-
sive or late infection phase, patients develop the most 
severe symptoms such as respiratory distress and 
fever31.

GI symptoms can be frequent in COVID-19 and, in 
some cases, be the first manifestation even before re-
spiratory symptoms and fever10,32 (Table 1). The exact 
incidence of GI symptoms is a matter of debate33. Fur-
thermore, wide variation regards the frequency of GI 
symptoms exists, but taking in count, cohort studies 

with at least 99 patients or more included, the frequen-
cy of any GI symptom ranges from as low as 2.0%34 to 
as high as 50.5%12. Most of the available data come 
from China, where a large cohort, including 1099 pa-
tients reported a frequency of any GI symptom of 
5.0%4. Another large cohort study conducted in China 
by Luo et al. found that of 1141 confirmed COVID-19 cas-
es, 183 (16%) presented with GI symptoms35.

In a systematic review with meta-analysis by Cheung 
et al. including 60 studies comprising 4243 patients, the 
pooled prevalence of all GI symptoms was 17.6% (95% 
confidence interval [CI], 12.3-24.5); 11.8% of patients 
with non-severe COVID-19 had GI symptoms (95% CI, 
4.1-29.1), and 17.1% of patients with severe COVID-19 
had GI symptoms (95% CI, 6.9-36.7). Likewise, in this 
study, the pooled prevalence of stool samples that were 
positive for virus RNA was 48.1% (95% CI, 38.3-57.9); 
of these samples, 70.3% of those collected after the 
loss of virus from respiratory specimens tested positive 
for the virus (95% CI, 49.6-85.1)36.

The most common GI reported symptoms in several 
studies are diarrhea, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and 
abdominal pain or discomfort36,37. Of all these GI symp-
toms, only the presence of abdominal pain seems to 
be associated with a more severe course of the disease 
(odds ratio [OR] 7·10; 95% CI: 1·93-26·07)37.

Figure 1. Criteria of search and selection of the most representative articles.
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In a large cohort from New  York, which included 
892 patients, 25% of patients had any GI symptom, the 
most common was diarrhea in 19.8%38. Furthermore, 
D’Amico et al. performed a pooled analysis of the 

available studies until March 2020, founding an overall 
diarrhea rate of 10.4%39.

In a systematic review with a meta-analysis conduct-
ed from November 2019 to March 2020 by Parasa et al., 

Table 1. Frequency of the most common gastrointestinal manifestations reported in COVID-19 patients

GI manifestation Estimated frequency (%) Source of information n Relevant comments

Any GI symptom 2.0
5.0

11.5
16

17.6
22.2
25

50.5

[34]
[4]

[42]
[35]
[36]
[49]
[38]
[12]

99
1099
4434
1141
4243
293
892
204

– Wide variability across the studies.
–  Most relevant information from large 

cohort studies comes from China.

Diarrhea 2.0
4.5
6.5
7.4
7.8

10.4
19.8
31.9

[34]
[48]
[49]
[40]
[42]
[39]
[38]
[56]

99
132
293

4805
4434
NA
892

–  Seems to be the most common GI 
manifestation from COVID-19

Nausea/vomiting 1.0
1.5
2.4
3.6
4.6

[34]
[48]
[49]
[42]
[40]

99
132
293

4434
4805

– Unspecific clinical manifestation

Hypoxia 2.4
12.1
15.2

[42]
[48]
[49]

4434
132
293

– Unspecific clinical manifestation

Abdominal pain 0.7
0.8

[49]
[42]

293
4434

–  Related to a severe clinical course 
of COVID-19

Liver injury
ALT (elevation)
AST (elevation)
ALT (elevation)
AST (elevation)
AP (elevation)
TBIL (elevation)
LFT (altered)
Liver enzymes (increased)
ALT (elevation)
AST (elevation)
TBIL (elevation)
Albumin (decreased)
Pre-albumin (decreased)
ALT (elevation)
AST (elevation)
ALT (elevation)
AST (elevation)
AP (elevation)
TBIL (elevation)
GGT (elevation)

LFT (altered)

14.6
20

61.6
83.4
22.7
16.1
62.4
24.2

13.8
18.8
6.3

27.5
38.8

2.1
2.5

29.7
25.7
6.7

16.2
27

45.2

[40]

[44]

[45]
[48]

[46]

[49]

[50]

[54]

4805

1827

100
132

80

293

74

1611

–  Extremely variability though the 
different available studies according 
to if the studied population was 
constituted by an ambulatory, 
hospitalized, or intensive care 
patients.

–  Related to a worse prognosis, need 
for intensive care, and higher 
mortality rate.

–  Controversy if it is SARS-CoV-2 
direct injury or drug-induced liver 
injury, or due to acute systemic 
inflammatory response.

ALT: alanine aminotransferase; AP: alkaline phosphatase; AST: aspartate aminotransferase; COVID-19: coronavirus disease 2019; GGT: gamma-glutamyl transferase;  
GI: gastrointestinal; LFT: liver function test; SARS-CoV-2: severe respiratory acute syndrome coronavirus-2; TBIL: total bilirubin.
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including a total of 4805  patients extracted from 23 
published and six preprint studies, the pooled rate re-
ported 7.4% (95% CI, 4.3%-12.2%) of cases presenting 
diarrhea and 4.6% (95% CI, 2.6%-8.0%) of cases with 
nausea or vomiting. Fecal tests positive for SARS-
CoV-2 were reported in eight studies, and viral RNA 
shedding was detected in the stool of 40.5% (95% CI, 
27.4%-55.1%) of patients40.

In a recent systematic review by Almeida et al., the 
prevalence of GI symptoms ranged from 6.8% to 61.3%, 
including diarrhea (8.14% to 33.7%), nausea/vomiting 
(1.53%-26.4%), anorexia (12.1%-40.0%), and abdominal 
pain (0%-14.5%). The presence of viral RNA in stools 
was rarely tested but positive in 0%-48.1%41. Likewise, 
Merola et al. identified 33 studies that were included in 
a meta-analysis. Out of 4434 COVID-19  patients, GI 
manifestations’ pooled prevalence was 11.51% (95% CI: 
8.16-15.35). Similar to other studies, they found that the 
most frequent GI symptom was diarrhea (7.78% of cas-
es; 95% CI: 5.05-11.04), followed by nausea/vomiting 
(3.57%; 95% CI: 1.87 to 5.80), hypoxia (2.39%; 95%CI: 
0.55-5.46), and abdominal pain (0.78%; 95% CI: 0.26-
1.57). Positivity for COVID-19 in stool samples was 
observed in 41.5% (95% CI: 17.70-67.65) of cases42.

GI symptoms are of particular significance in 
COVID-19 patients because, in contrast to other coro-
naviruses, they appear early and may worsen during 
the disease, whereas in some cases may be solitary. 
In patients presenting solely with GI symptoms, there 
is usually a delay in disease diagnosis and time to first 
respiratory symptoms, rendering them a source of viral 
dissemination33. In these times, the presence of diar-
rhea should generate awareness of a possible SARS-
CoV-2 infection31 (Fig. 2).

Adequate rehydration and potassium monitoring are 
recommended in all COVID-19 patients with diarrhea. 
There is not enough evidence about the safety and 
efficacy of antidiarrheal drugs in this context31.

Intestinal dysbiosis and COVID-19

Significantly few studies have addressed the link be-
tween COVID-19 and intestinal dysbiosis. Zuo et al. 
performed shotgun metagenomic sequencing analyses 
of fecal samples from 15 patients with COVID-19. These 
patients had significant alterations in fecal microbiomes 
compared with controls, characterized by enrichment 
of opportunistic pathogens and depletion of beneficial 
commensals. The baseline abundance of Coprobacil-
lus, Clostridium ramosum, and Clostridium hathewayi 
correlated with COVID-19 severity; there was an inverse  

correlation between the abundance of Faecalibacteri-
um prausnitzii (an anti-inflammatory bacterium) and 
disease severity. During hospitalization, Bacteroides 
dorei, Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, Bacteroides mas-
siliensis, and Bacteroides ovatus, which downregulate 
the expression of angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 
(ACE2) in the murine gut, correlated inversely with 
SARS-CoV-2 load in fecal samples from patients43. 
From these results, we must remember that strategies 
to alter the intestinal microbiota might reduce COVID-19 
severity, but further investigation is required in this field.

Liver and biliary tract involvement

Several observational studies have reported liver 
function test abnormalities in COVID-19 patients40,44-51 
(Table 1).

Liver injury in COVID-19 patients is mainly character-
ized by a mild elevation of aspartate transaminase (AST) 
and alanine transaminase (ALT) with a rare incidence of 
cholestasis52,53. However, bilirubin levels are usually 
more than double in those with severe infection when 
compared to those with milder disease24, the incidence 
of elevated ALT and AST is widely variable, ranging from 
2.5%-50.0% to 2.5%-61.1%, respectively53. In a study by 
Parasa et al., the pooled rate for AST levels outside 
reference ranges was 20% (95% CI, 15.3%-25.6%) of 
patients, and the pooled rate for ALT levels outside ref-
erence ranges was 14.6% (95% CI, 12.8%-16.6%) of 
patients40. Hundt et al. conducted a study including 1827 
COVID-19 patients admitted to hospital, where abnormal 
liver tests were commonly seen, both at admission. At 
admission, most patients with abnormal liver tests had 
minimal elevation 1-2× the upper limit of normal (ULN). 
Abnormal liver tests are mainly related to the severe 
course of COVID-19. Medications used to treat COVID-19 
(lopinavir/ritonavir, hydroxychloroquine, remdesivir, and 
tocilizumab) are also associated with liver transaminases 
rising >5× ULN during hospitalization44.

In the study by Lenti et al., liver function tests were 
altered in 62.4% of COVID-19  patients and improved 
during follow-up. Altered liver function tests were asso-
ciated with worse outcomes in those who developed 
SARS. In patients with altered liver function tests, 
PaO2/FiO2 < 200 was associated with more significant 
mortality and needed intensive care45. In the study by 
Li et al., liver function test abnormalities were seen 
most commonly in severe COVID-19 cases compared 
with mild cases48. Higher AST levels and lower levels 
of albumin and pre-albumin were significantly associ-
ated with mortality46. Furthermore, the elevation of ALT 
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and AST correlated with the development of coagulop-
athy50. In severe COVID-19 pediatric patients, a high 
percentage (50%) of liver function tests abnormalities 
were also reported51.

Recently, our group published the data of a prospec-
tive Latin American cohort of 1611  patients with 
COVID-19. On admission, abnormal liver function tests 
were present in 45.2% (95% CI 42.7-47.7) patients. 
Overall, 15.1% of patients died. Patients with abnormal 
liver tests on admission had higher mortality compared 
to those with normal liver biochemistries. After exclud-
ing patients with a history of chronic liver disease, ab-
normal liver tests on admission were independently 
associated with death [OR 1.5 (95% CI 1.1-2.0); p = 0.01] 
and severe COVID-19  (2.6 [2.0-3.3], p < .0001), both 
adjusted by age, gender, diabetes, pneumonia, and 
body mass index > 3054.

Abnormal liver function tests have consistently shown 
to be more prevalent in severe COVID-1955. Elevated 
liver enzymes are more common in those with a severe 

disease course (40-60%) than those who are asymp-
tomatic or have a mild disease (18-25%)24.

In a cohort study, factors at admission predicting the 
requirement for invasive mechanical ventilation during 
hospitalization for COVID-19 were AST ≥ 250 IU/L and 
D-dimer ≥ 3500 ng/mL56.

In addition, it is important to mention that preexisting 
CLD is a condition with low reported prevalence (2.5%) 
in COVID-19 patients57. Nevertheless, this coexistence 
has been associated with a worse outcome57,58. The 
patients with cirrhosis are at increased risk of death 
from COVID-19, particularly those with more advanced 
cirrhosis and alcohol-related liver disease. A  study 
found that the mortality rate was 32% in cirrhosis pa-
tients compared to 8% in those without cirrhosis 
(p < 0.001). Acute hepatic decompensation occurred in 
46% of patients with cirrhosis, of whom 21% had no 
respiratory symptoms. Near 50% of those with decom-
pensation had acute-on-chronic liver failure59.

Figure 2. Gastrointestinal clinical manifestations of COVID-19.
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Current data are limited, and it is difficult to ascertain 
whether the liver injury could be due to direct viral in-
fection, though there is no evidence of active replication 
of the SARS-CoV-2 in hepatocytes24; or drug-induced 
liver injury; or may be due to complications such as 
ischemic hepatitis driven for hypoxemia52,53. The ele-
vated transaminases are often accompanied by high 
creatine kinase and lactate dehydrogenase, suggesting 
viral myositis60. In addition, the activation of the im-
mune system and “cytokine storm” may contribute to 
an immune-mediated liver injury process in COVID-1961.

Pancreas

The possible association between SARS-CoV-2-re-
lated infection and pancreatic disorders remains uncer-
tain and not well defined47,62. Whether SARS-CoV-2 
plays a role in acute pancreatitis (AP), etiology remains 
controversial since the main evidence is based on 
some reports of clinical cases63.

Hadi et al. described two female clinical cases of AP 
due to SARS-CoV-2 (other causes of AP were exhaus-
tively excluded). The main finding in both cases was 
the rapidly increasing value of amylase during the dis-
ease64. Gadiparthi et al. also reported a case of severe 
AP63. Kataria et al. also reported a case of AP related 
to COVID-19 in a woman without other risk factors for 
AP65. A systematic review conducted on May 15, 2020, 
including six case reports and two retrospective co-
horts, found 11 COVID-19 patients with AP. Most cases 
were considered SARS-CoV-2 induced, but the authors 
were able to identify other possible causes in most of 
them that could explain the development of AP66.

In a case series of 52 patients admitted for COVID-19, 
Wang et al. found evidence of pancreatic injury, defined 
as elevated amylase and lipase, in up to 17% of these 
patients67. Similarly, in a descriptive study including 
71  patients, McNabb-Baltar et al. found that 9  (12.1%) 
developed hyperlipidemia, with 2  (2.8%) greater than 
3  times the upper limit stock. However, nobody devel-
oped acute pancreatitis, and the presence of hyperlipid-
emia was not associated with poor outcomes or symp-
toms62. The endocrine pancreas seems altered too. In a 
South Korean report of two patients, COVID-19 infection 
was implicated in severe acute hyperglycemic crises68.

GI bleeding as an atypical manifestation 
of COVID-19

GI bleeding as the first symptom of COVID-19 is a 
scarce report. It seems to affect mainly older men, and 

it was more frequently reported in severe COVID-19 cas-
es; most of them required a blood transfusion, and the 
source of bleeding was not detected or was related to 
GI ulcers affected upper, middle, and lower GI tract69-75.

Guotao et al. described the case of an 83-year-old 
man with hematochezia as the initial symptom of 
SARS-CoV-2 infection, in whom no source of bleeding 
was identified by colonoscopy or abdominal computed 
tomography (CT) scan69. Amarapurkar et al. also re-
ported the case of a 63-year-old man who presented 
with acute abdomen and was diagnosed as hemorrhag-
ic enteritis without any predisposing conditions but pos-
itive for SARS-CoV-270.  Another interesting case was 
reported by Carvalho et al., a 71-year-old woman with 
hemorrhagic colitis due to SARS-CoV-2. The main find-
ings, in this case, were the endoscopic evaluation to 
40 cm from the anal verge, which revealed patchy ar-
eas of focal erythema without ulceration in the de-
scending colon, sigmoid colon, and rectum; and the 
histological examination of the colon and rectal biop-
sies showing a slight expansion of the lamina propria 
with edema with normal cellularity and intact crypts71. 
Gulen et al. also reported a case of a 53-year-old man 
with GI bleeding with COVID-19 and the absence of 
other major risk factors for GI bleeding72.

Gadiparthi et al. reported three cases of GI bleeding 
in patients with severe SARS-CoV-2. In these cases, 
the source of bleeding was mainly attributed to GI ul-
ceration. In this case series, two out of three patients 
had a higher Glasgow-Blatchford bleeding score of 7 
and 11 on admission, which translates to high-risk GIB 
with a need for intervention >50% two patients died due 
to respiratory failure although GIB resolved73.

A 77-year-old man, without previous gastrointestinal 
disease, was diagnosed with SARS-CoV-2 infection, 
which progressed rapidly, requiring mechanical ventila-
tion. The endoscopy revealed multiple round herpetic 
erosions and superficial ulcers (4-6 mm in size) cov-
ered with white exudates and blood clots located on 
the proximal esophagus. The tissue specimens from 
these lesions tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 
RNA, with lymphocytic infiltration typical of viral 
esophagitis74.

Barrett et al. described six patients who tested posi-
tive for SARS-CoV-2 and had self-limited hematochezia 
or melena. The range of age in these cases was 66-
77  years old, most of them (4/6) were men, most of 
them were African-Americans (4/6), just two of them 
were taking anticoagulation after COVID-19 diagnosis, 
most of them had no history of GI diseases (one had 
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a history of internal hemorrhoids, large and small di-
verticular disease, and small hiatal hernia)75.

Barberis et al. presented a rare case of a 71‐year‐old 
woman hospitalized for COVID‐19 pneumonia, which 
presented recurrent severe intestinal bleeding; the pa-
tient underwent a colonoscopy which showed severe 
inflammation associated with pseudopolyps, ulcerations, 
and diffuse bleeding; subsequently, she developed 
hemorrhagic shock and a subtotal colectomy with ter-
minal ileostomy was performed; a swab for SARS‐
CoV‐2 was made on the abdominal fluid in which the 
presence of the virus was demonstrated within the ab-
dominal cavity76; other authors have performed studies 
on the peritoneal fluid in COVID‐19-positive patients, 
but without finding the virus77.

Other atypical gastrointestinal 
manifestations of SARS-CoV-2 infection

Paralytic ileus and intestinal perforation are also rare 
manifestations of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Ibrahim et al. 
recently published two cases; both were 33-year-old 
men, first hospitalized for severe COVID-19 pneumonia 
requiring mechanical ventilation support. He developed 
significant bowel dilatation and perforation of the 
mid-transverse colon and needed laparotomy and co-
lonic resection. Histopathology of the resected bowel 
specimen showed acute inflammation, necrosis, and 
hemorrhage, supporting a role for COVID-19-induced 
microthrombosis, leading to perforation. The second 
patient also had severe COVID-19 pneumonia, renal 
failure, and acute pancreatitis. His hospital course was 
complicated with paralytic ileus, but he improved with 
conservative management78.

Ischemic GI complications, although uncommon, 
also have been reported in the literature. A systematic 
literature review performed from January 2020 to June 
2020 identified 22 studies and 31  patients with the 
mean age of 59 ± 12.7 (age range: 28-80) years old; 
most of them (74.2%) were male. The significant GI 
imaging findings include mesenteric, arterial, or venous 
thromboembolism followed by small bowel ischemia. 
Nine patients (29%) presented with arterial compromise 
due to superior mesenteric thromboembolism, resulting 
in bowel ischemia. Besides, 6 patients (19.3%) demon-
strated occlusive thrombosis of the portal and superior 
mesenteric veins. A  64.5% required laparotomy and 
bowel resection, and the mortality rate was high since 
40% of patients died79.

Conclusions

The GI clinical manifestations of SARS-CoV-2 are 
heterogeneous, with widely variable incidence, preva-
lence, and frequency among the different cohorts and 
case series reported worldwide. The binding of the viral 
spike glycoprotein to ACE2 and its receptor on the tar-
get cell plays a crucial role as an entry pathway to the 
cells that express it, which is, in the first place, the most 
popular mechanism that seems to explain more reliably 
the occurrence of GI symptoms in COVID-19 patients.

In addition, the systemic inflammatory response and 
the secondary prothrombotic state developed in the 
most severe cases of COVID-19, which seems to be 
mechanisms involved in the presentation of uncommon 
GI clinical manifestations, such as ulceration, bleeding, 
ischemia, or intestinal perforation.

Concerning hepatopancreatobiliary organs, it re-
mains to be established whether the injury to these 
tissues is due to a direct viral effect, or is somewhat 
secondary to the systemic inflammatory process, en-
dothelial vascular damage prothrombotic phenomena. 
Specifically, about the liver injury seen in COVID-19 pa-
tients, another hypothesis is the occurrence of idiosyn-
cratic drug-induced liver injury possibly related to the 
polypharmacy with which these patients are usually 
treated.

Finally, in terms of primary prevention, maybe the 
most important to consider is that in almost half of 
COVID-19 patients with GI symptoms, viral RNA can be 
detected in their stool for determining the diagnosis. 
The possibility of fecal-oral transmission of SARS-CoV-2 
must be considered.

It is already known that COVID-19 is a systemic dis-
ease with the involvement of many organs, including 
the digestive system. This article adds to the literature 
a comprehensive summarized review of all reported 
most common GI, liver, biliary, and pancreatic manifes-
tations of COVID-19 and included rare or atypical ones 
that must not be forgotten.
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Abstract

Nowadays, technology has evolved considerably, and has made radiotherapy a sophisticated treatment due to it use high-pre-
cision equipment and advanced imaging techniques that guarantee an exact treatment that is reflected in the control of the 
disease with decrease in the toxicity that was previously present, and this is important because 60-70% of cancer patients 
will require this treatment at some point in the evolution of the disease. Among the new equipment to provide radiotherapy, 
there is the helical tomotherapy, which is a linear accelerator with many dosimetric advantages for the administration of 
treatment. To carry out this procedure, a series of steps are required from the assessment consultation by the radiation on-
cologist until the end of the treatment.
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Introduction

Technological advances have allowed radiation to be 
applied precisely to the desired site, managing to ad-
minister higher doses to the tumor, avoiding, or mini-
mizing unnecessary radiation to nearby organs. It is 
understood that radiotherapy is a little known discipline, 
hence the importance of showing how it works and 
what is the process that is followed to achieve success-
ful treatments since both malignant and benign tumors 
are treated and it is important that other medical spe-
cialties know this.

what is radiotherapy?

Radiotherapy is a treatment that consists of the emis-
sion of high-energy radiation that originates from a 
machine (linear accelerator), and goes to a certain 
area; it is considered that 60-70% of patients diagnosed 
with cancer will require treatment with radiotherapy at 

some point in the course of their disease1. It is also 
useful in benign pathologies such as: keloid scar, 
Graves’ ophthalmopathy, and arteriovenous malforma-
tions to name a few2.

Ionizing radiation is used to forms ions (electrically 
charged particles) and deposits energy in the cells of 
the tissues, this energy damages the genetic material 
(DNA) of the cells, causing them to lose their ability to 
divide and proliferate3. Radiation does not immediately 
destroy cancer cells, so it takes days or weeks of treat-
ment for the DNA to be damaged enough for these cells 
to die4.

To give this treatment, a machine (linear accelerator) 
is used that generates high-energy photons (X-rays) 
that point to the site to be treated. A linear accelerator 
is a piece of equipment that uses microwave technol-
ogy to accelerate electrons located in a waveguide. 
These electrons collide with a metal target to produce 
high-energy X-rays, which are shaped as they exit the 
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machine to form a beam that resembles the shape of 
the patient’s tumor using a multileaf collimator. The 
beam exits from a part of the accelerator called a gan-
try, which can be rotated around the patient5.

The technology available is extraordinary and radia-
tion oncology has evolved to become a highly sophis-
ticated specialty due to the incorporation of computer 
tools, managing to obtain and transfer digital medical 
images, in addition to the development of planning sys-
tems in such a way that it evolved from a 2D radiother-
apy based on X-ray to 3D radiotherapy based on volu-
metric images such as computed tomography (CT), 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emis-
sion tomography (PET-CT)6,7.

what is tomotherapy?

Tomotherapy is a charged particle linear accelerator 
that is specialized in rotational radiotherapy treatments 
using a fan-shaped radiation source and uses a table 
that moves at a constant speed during treatment. Its 
design reminds us more of a computerized axial tomog-
raphy equipment, it has a donut-shaped gantry and 
inside is the compact linear accelerator that can rotate 
around the patient, and this helical linear accelerator 
generates an X-ray beam with energy of 6 megavolts 
(MV). The beam exits through primary collimators and 
generates a fan-shaped beam, the width of this beam 
is 1.0, 2.5, or 5.0 cm and laterally it reaches 40 cm. The 
fluence of this beam is modulated by a binary multileaf 
collimator, composed of 64 tungsten plates with a width 
of 6.25 mm each. Intensity modulation is achieved by 
varying the fraction of time that the different blades are 
open or closed. It has a mega voltage computed to-
mography (MVCT) detector mounted in front of the 
source that has the purpose of control and verification 
of treatments, in this way image-guided radiotherapy 
(IGRT) is performed in each treatment. The accelerator 
rotates at a constant speed while the table together 
with the patient moves longitudinally until completing 
the volume to be radiated8 (Fig. 1).

The advantages of tomotherapy over other linear ac-
celerators are that the patient can be treated up to a 
length of 135 cm without repositioning and two or more 
volumes can be treated at the same time due to the 
characteristics of the equipment already mentioned, 
making the treatment faster and more comfortable for 
the patient, example: patients diagnosed with medullo-
blastoma, ependymoma grade II-III, leukemia, and em-
bryonic tumors of the central nervous system (CNS) in 
whom the treatment field is required to include the skull 

and the entire bone marrow spinal. It has a high preci-
sion because all the treatments are guided by image, 
and verified in each fraction, this allows to carry out 
treatments with hypofractionation (higher dose in fewer 
fractions), for example: breast cancer9, also with this 
precision it allows the radiation dose to be reduced to 
the organs surrounding the tumor, thus reducing the 
toxicity that was experienced with other radiotherapy 
equipment (cobalt 60). It is a versatile piece of equip-
ment, because we can perform intracranial and extra-
cranial radiotherapy and radiosurgery techniques10.

Radiotherapy process

To carry out a treatment with radiotherapy, a set of 
procedures must be determined that are carried out 
from the assessment in the doctor’s appointment until 
the end of the treatment.

Medical office

As part of the multidisciplinary oncology team, an 
initial evaluation is carried out, where according to the 
diagnosis and staging of the disease, it is decided 
whether the patient is a candidate for this treatment, 
what is the sequence to follow (either neoadjuvant, 
concomitant or adjuvant) and the intention of treatment 
(curative or palliative).

Simulation

Administering multiple doses of radiation to exactly 
the same site requires immobilization of the patient, 
which must be easily reproducible throughout their 

Figure 1. Basic diagram of a tomotherapy unit showing 
how the radiation beam exits through multileaf 
collimators that give it the shape of the tumor while the 
table moves longitudinally and the gantry rotates.
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treatment, this is achieved with the support of special 
fixation devices, such as thermoplastic masks (head 
and neck), breast ramp, and immobilizers (abdomen 
and extremities) (Fig. 2), these devices are placed on 
the simulator table that consists of a conventional CT 
scanner identical to those used for diagnosis, once the 
patient is positioned and immobilized, a volumetric ac-
quisition and an image that is clear enough to define 
the area to be irradiated, then these images are sent 
to a special computer for planning.

At the end of the acquisition of the tomography, with 
the help of lateral and medical laser beams (arranged 
in the same way in the treatment bunker) marks or 
tattoos are made on the skin, with these marks we 
specify the isocenter and define our coordinate system 
that will be a reference in the linear accelerator that 
will allow to position and align the patient in all his 
treatments.

Planning

The computed tomography obtained in simulation is 
merged with MRI, PET CT, and/or contrast-enhanced 
CT to improve visualization of the organs.

With these images, the radiation oncologist defines 
the site to be radiated, in case of macroscopic disease, 
a Gross Total Volume (GTV) is outlined, a margin that 
includes subclinical disease, the possible routes of dis-
semination (based on the location and the histological 
type), lymphatic drainage and recurrence patterns, the 
sum of all this is known as CTV (Clinical Target Vol-
ume), and a margin that considers the variations due 
to the internal movement of the patient as well as the 
variations that it may have from a fraction to another, 
this is called the PTV (Planning Target Volume). The 
PTV is the volume at which radiation treatment is giv-
en11,12 (Fig. 3).

In addition, the organs at risk are defined, that is, 
healthy organs that are close to the tumor (PTV) and 
whose function must be preserved as far as possible. 
The radiation oncologist also prescribes the total dose, 
fractionation, organs to be protected and their dose 
limits, later the medical physicist, who uses the simu-
lated CT images to calculate the dose distribution, 
makes a treatment plan (according to physician speci-
fications) that is optimized with a treatment planning 
system. The final treatment plan is presented to the 
doctor graphically and by means of a dose-volume 
histogram with the distribution of the dose both in the 
site to be irradiated and in the organs at risk. The ra-
diation oncologist evaluates the treatment plan made 

by the medical physicist and verifies that it is appropri-
ate for the treatment.

Quality control

Once the plan is approved by the radiation oncolo-
gist, the medical physicist verifies that the linear accel-
erator is capable of “mechanically” delivering the 
planned treatment, that it can reproduce head positions 
and movements of the multileaf collimator, position of 
the table, among others. And, in addition, verify that 
what is delivered “dosimetrically” is correct, that is, that 
the energy (dose) is that which comes out of the linear 
accelerator13.

Figure 2. Fixation devices used in simulations and 
treatments, depending on the site to be radiated, the 
device used to completely immobilize and be 
reproducible in each treatment.

Figure 3. GTV: Gross Tumor Volume, defined as the tumor 
visible on images; CTV: Clinical Target Volume: Defined 
as GTV + subclinical disease (invisible invasion); PTV: 
Target Planning Volume: Defined as the CTV + margin 
that considers the variations between fractions.
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Treatment

Once the quality control has been carried out, the 
procedure for starting treatment is as follows: the pa-
tient is positioned on the table of the tomotherapy team 
as simulated in the CT scan, using the tattoos made in 
the simulation as support, an image acquisition is per-
formed with kilovoltage to what we know as mega volt-
age computed tomography (MVCT) to assess that it is 
correctly positioned when comparing the initial CT with 
the MVCT; with this information, the radiotherapy tech-
nicians make the necessary modifications to ensure the 
proper positioning of the patient. Once the radiation 
oncologist approves this verification, the treatment pro-
ceeds. These verifications are made to each patient 
before each of their treatment sessions.

Patient control

During treatment, the patient is evaluated in consulta-
tion by the radiation oncologist to find out if the treatment 
is being carried out according to what was estimated, to 
treat adverse effects if they occur, evaluate the result 
and once it is finished the patient is scheduled periodi-
cally to assess the chronic effects of radiotherapy.

All these steps are performed sequentially in each of 
the patients who are candidates to receive radiotherapy 
in the tomotherapy team. The time that this entire pro-
cess takes is varied and depends on the workload of 
each institution. It generally takes 1-2  weeks, in the 
event of an oncological emergency (hemorrhage, spinal 
cord compression syndrome, etc.), this entire process 
is accelerated so that the patient receives treatment on 
the same day.

tomotherapy in Mexico

According to the Accuray Latam & Worldwide data-
base, 591 tomotherapy equipment (of this brand) are 
installed in the world; 18 are in Latin America, 13 are 
TomoTherapy model, 5 are RadiXact model. In Mexico 
there are 8 tomotherapy teams that are in: Centro On-
cologico of Hospital Angeles de Chihuahua, Centro 
Universitario de Nuevo León, Centro de Cancer in Du-
rango, Unidad de Especialidades Medicas in Zacate-
cas, Hospital Regional de Alta Especialidad del Bajio, 
Hospital Angeles del Pedregal, Fundacion de Cancer 
de Mama and Hospital Juarez de México14 (Fig. 4).

There are two ways to give radiation treatment with 
this equipment; Helical radiotherapy; in which the 

Figure 4. Centers that have a tomotherapy in Mexico.
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radiation is given in a continuous rotational way with 
a helical pattern, and Direct radiotherapy; where the 
gantry is fixed at a certain angle while the radiation 
is delivered, both forms of treatment are carried out 
while the table moves continuously longitudinally 
(Fig. 5).

Due to the new technologies and quality control 
that are available today, radiotherapy schemes have 
been modified, passing in some cases from conven-
tional treatment to hypofractionation, that is, high 
doses of radiation are given in few fractions in se-
lected patients and in this way the shifts in the team 
are optimized to be able to treat a greater number 
of patients, but the greatest advantage is for the 
patient because the overall treatment time is re-
duced and thus the costs of transportation, lodging, 
etc., are reduced.

The patients who are considered candidates for 
hypofractionation are mainly those with a diagnosis 
of breast cancer, both early clinical stages and locally 
advanced, and patients with rectal cancer (candidates 
for preoperative radiotherapy), since there are pub-
lished studies that have shown that there is no differ-
ence in oncological outcomes (overall survival, dis-
ease-free survival, and locoregional recurrence) or 
toxicity15-17. It is important to mention that patients 
must be perfectly selected to carry out this type of 
treatment, since the success of the final result de-
pends on it.

Conclusion

Tomotherapy is a helical linear accelerator that is 
installed throughout the world. Thanks to the ability of 
the team to perform image-guided radiotherapy, we 
have high precision in treatments, being able to take a 
technological leap that allows higher doses to be given 
to tumors and reducing the dose that reaches organs 
at risk, consequently, the patients have less morbidity 
and safe treatment is guaranteed even in benign pa-
thologies. It is recommended to have trained personnel 
with well-defined activities to optimize the workflow.
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Abstract

The pulmonary valve’s anomalies can lead to the obstruction of the right ventricle’s outflow tract. This leads to the right ven-
tricle’s pressure overload, dilation, hypertrophy and eventually his malfunction. Balloon angioplasty or valve replacement 
surgery is indicated in cases of severe pulmonary stenosis. Often, the insertion of bioprosthetic pulmonary valves is required; 
however, after several years these patients often require a second surgery due to the valve’s malcfunction. We report the case 
of a pregnant patient with a bioprosthetic pulmonary valve who required a ballon angioplasty due to this valve’s stenosis.
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Introduction

The most common form of the right ventricular out-
flow tract obstruction (RVOTO) is pulmonary valve ste-
nosis. Pulmonary valve stenosis (PE) occurs remotely 
in 8-10% of congenital cardiopathies but is often asso-
ciated with other congenital lesions. Valvular, subval-
vular and supravalvular stenosis tend to be congenital 
and can be associated with genetic syndromes includ-
ing Noonan, Alagilole and Williams syndrome as well 
as congenital rubella. Pulmonary stenosis can also be 
an acquired infection, for example, in cases of  rheu-
matic  heart disease, carcinoid heart disease, lumps, 
infectious endocarditis, or secondary to traumatism1.

Case presentation

A 40-year-old female patient with a history of congen-
ital complex heart disease: Ventricular septal 

defect  (VSD) and infundibular stenosis both of them 
corrected with VSD closure and biological pulmonary 
valve bioprosthesis placement when she was 8  years 
old. The patient mentions a diseased sibling who died 
7 days after being born due to a non specified congenital 
cardiopaty. Within her gynecologic history we find three 
pregnancies, one vaginal delivery, one cesarean sec-
tion, and one current pregnancy of 25 gestation weeks. 
Her condition began within the previous 5 months with 
fatigue and dyspnea associated with lesser than usual 
activities, which is why she attended a prenatal care 
appointment from where she was referred to the cardi-
ology service. During the physical cardiovascular explo-
ration, she presented with rhythmical arterial pulses of 
adequate intensity and amplitude. Thorax malformations 
nonexistent, apex in the fifth intercostal space, anterior 
axilary line, 2.5  cm area with low left paraesternal lift. 
During cardiac auscultation: S1 normal, S2 split at the 
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expense of P2, no S3 or S4. Holosystolic murmur in tri-
cuspid area, intensity III/VI, regurgitant, augmented with 
Rivero Carvallo’s maneuver. Pulmonic area with mesote-
lesystolic murmur, intensity IV/VI, ejective, increas-
ing-decreasing, as well as an early diastolic murmur. An 
EKG was requested, it showed complete. An EKG was 
requested, it showed complete right bundle branch block 
blockage (RBBB) and data of hypertrophy in the right 
ventricle (Fig. 1). A transthoracic EKG was taken which 
reported a left ventricle with a FEV1 of 53%, systolic 
flattening of the interventricular septum due to the over-
load of the right ventricle, Grade III diastolic dysfunction, 
dilated and hypertrophic right ventricle with preserved 
systolic function. No data of residual VSD. Right atrium 
severely dilated. Moderate tricuspid insufficiency, pulmo-
nary artery systolic pressure (PASP) of 7 mmHg with low 
ecocardiographical probability of pulmonary hyperten-
sion. In the pulmonary valve an endoprosthesis with 
Vmax 5.5m/s was observed, peak gradient 124 mm Hg, 
mid gradient 68 mm Hg, valvular area by 3D planimetry 
of 1 cm2 compatible with severe pulmonary stenosis, in 
addition with Color Doppler jet area pulmonary insuffi-
ciency can be observed, classified as moderate because 
of a vena contracta of 4mm and a vena contracta’s area 
of 0.9 cm2 (Fig. 2). Due to findings compatible with bio-
prothesic pulmonary valve stenosis and because of her 
current pregnancy, she was scheduled for a plasty with 
baloon of said valve.

Said procedure was done un the hemodynamic ward 
with the presence of the clinical and interventional car-
diology services along with echocardiography, vascular 
surgery, cardiovascular anesthesiology, obstetrics and 
gynecology and the maternal-fetal medicine department 
of our hospital. With previous placement of a protection 
lead apron over the patient’s abdomen, a right femoral 
approach was made with modified Seldinger thecnic, a 
right catetherism was made with 5 Fr pigtail cathether 
and multipurpose 5 Fr MPB. Subsequently with a Su-
per-Stiff 0.035 × 260  mm guide a femoral introducer 
was exchanged by a 12 Fr and a PTA MAXI LD 20 mm 
balloon was moved forward, positioning itself within the 
ring of the pulmonary prosthesis and dilating itself in 
three occasions until the disappearance of the balloon’s 
groove for the amplification of the infundibulum and the 
pulmonary bioprosthesis (Fig. 3).

A measurement of the pulmonary gradient was ade 
pre and post valvuloplasty (93 mm Hg and 26 mm Hg, 
respectively), showing a reduction grater tan 50%, fi-
nalizing the procedure successfully. A control transtho-
racic echocardiogram was made in the room, without any 
evidence os acute complications, corroborating the 

reduction of the pulmonary gradient with V. maxim 
3.2 m/s, maxim gradient 42 mm Hg and mid gradient 22 
mm Hg, continuing with moderate pulmonary insufficiency 
(Fig. 4). A fetal ultrasound was also made by the mater-
nal-fetal medicine service without any evidence of com-
plications for the binomy. The patient was released with 
an appointment at external consultation for monitoring 
and a cesarean section was programmed at 37 weeks of 
gestation without any complications. At present, the pa-
tient has satisfied parity and is scheduled for a mechan-
ical pulmonary valve replacement, awaiting procedure.

Discussion

The pulmonary valve anomalies, the subvalvular area 
or supravalvular area can lead to the obstruction of the 
TSVD. PS can be valvular, subvalvular (infundibular) or 
supravalvular, being the valvular PS, the most common 
form conforming the 7-10% of congenital heart diseases. 
There is a slight predominance in the female gender and 
2% of familiar cases do not have a genetic cause. The 
main consequence of PS is the overload of pressure of 
the right ventricle. Whose grade is dependent on the 
gravity of the stenosis. The overload of pressure of the 
right ventricle results in the increase of contractility and 
dilation, which leads to an increase in the tension of the 
wall and compensatory hypertrophy of the right ventri-
cle2,3. The increase of the muscle mass allows the right 
ventricle to keep a normal cardiac output. The long-term 
volume load can cause diastolic dysfunction of the right 
ventricle with elevation of the end-diastolic pressure of 
said ventricle. The dilation of the right ventricle and the 
tricuspid ring form the substrate for the functional tricus-
pid regurgitation which aggravate the volume overcharge 
and is the cause of the symptomatology in patients. Said 

Figure 1. Electrocardiogram, 12 derivations, synus rythm, 
cardiac frecuency of 100 bpm. P 80 ms, PR 160 ms, rSR 
in V1-V6 to QR +120°, QRS 120 ms, no ischemia, lesion or 
necrosis.
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symptoms can be developed in patients with moderate 
to severe stenosis and mainly include dyspnea and fa-
tigue with any effort like it happened with the patient of 
our case. In severe stenosis cases, the right ventricle 
cannot increase the cardiac output, which can cause 
thoracic pain by effort, syncope and sudden death. Right 
cardiac insufficiency is uncommon in adults but can 
happen if the severe disease remains untreated. For the 
diagnosis, the echocardiogram is the most common im-
age technic and allows the evaluation of the location of 
the obstruction, the morphology of the valve and the 
degree of stenosis. Furthermore, information can be ob-
tained about the TSVD, the pulmonary ring, the pulmo-
nary arteries and the size and function of the right ven-
tricle. The definition of severe PS according to the 
guidelines of the American Heart Association (AHA)/

American College of Cardiology (ACC) from 2014 for the 
treatment of patients with valvular heart disease is a V. 
maxim over 4 m/s or a maximum gradient superior to 64 
mm  Hg. In this case, the patient had a V. maxim of 
5.5 m/s and a maximum gradient of 124 mm Hg. In the 
guidelines of ACC/AHA of 2008 for the handling of adults 
with congenital heart disease, severe pulmonary steno-
sis is defined as a maximum gradient superior to 50 
mm Hg, moderate when the gradient is from 30-50 mm Hg 
and minor when is inferior to 30 mmHg4. The balloon 
valvuloplasty can provide a certain degree of relief for 
the dysplastic pulmonary valves and is a reasonable first 
line option5. When the balloon valvuloplasty is not 
enough, a surgical intervention can be considered or a 
transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement if it is avail-
able. After the repair of complex cardiac defects, 

Figure 2. Transthoracic echocardiogram A: apical proyection 4 cameras. A dilated and hypertrofic right ventricle 
is observed B: continues Doppler. V max 5.5, G max 124 mm Hg, G mid 68 mm Hg. C and D: short axis projection at 
great vessels level. Here can be observed a bioprosthetic pulmonary thickened valve with turbulent flow by 
Doppler color (arrow).
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bioprosthetic pulmonary valves are often needed to main-
tain the function of the pulmonary valve. Many patients 
with bioprosthetic pulmonary valves require another 

Figure 4. Transthoracic echocardiogram posterior to 
valvuloplasty. Continues Doppler. Diminution of the 
pulmonary stenosis gradient, with persistency of 
moderate pulmonary insufficiency.

Figure 3. Right catheterization. A-C: a pulmonary bioprosthesis can be observed and passage of the balloon catheter 
trough the ring of the pulmonary bioprosthesis. D-F: dilation with balloon within pulmonary bioprosthesis with 
disappearance of the balloon’s groove due to its total expansion.
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surgery due to the inevitable failure of the valve6. The 
balloon valvuloplasty is a highly effective and safe meth-
od for the treatment of acute and chronic congenital 
pulmonary diseases. The balloon valvuloplasty of a bio-
prosthetic stenotic pulmonary valve can be an effective 
palliative procedure to delay the future valvular re-
placement. However, the balloon valvuloplasty of bi-
oprosthetic valves in pulmonary positions has rarely 
been done. There have been some cases that report-
ed successful dilations and better posterior clinics7,8. 
The American Heart Association and the American 
College of Cardiology recommended the following 
handling plans in their 2008 guidelines:
– Asymptomatic patients with a Doppler maximum gradi-

ent > 30 mm HG can be monitored every 5  years with 
electrocardiogram and Doppler echocardiography.

– Asymptomatic patients with a Doppler maximum gra-
dient > 30  mm HG can be subjected to monitoring 
every 2-5 years with Doppler echocardiography.

– A valvulotomy with balloon is recommended for as-
ymptomatic patients with a Doppler maximum gradi-
ent > 60 mm Hg.
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– A valvulotomy with balloon is recommended in symp-
tomatic patients with a Doppler maximum gradient 
> 50 mm Hg and a Domingo pulmonary valve.

– A surgical intervention is recommended for severe 
valvular stenosis with severe pulmonary insufficiency, 
hypoplastic pulmonary ring, subvalvular stenosis, or 
supravalvular stenosis9.
Due to the fact that the patient had subvalvular pul-

monary stenosis as a kid, she required a replacement 
with bioprosthetic pulmonary valve. Unfortunately, the 
valvulotomy with balloon is not as effective on Domingo 
valves, which is why surgery is the preferred option10. 
The valvulotomy with balloon can be worth it if the 
Doppler maximum gradient is > 60 mm Hg in asymp-
tomatic patients or if the Doppler maximum gradient is 
> 50 mm Hg in symptomatic patients. Surgery must be 
considered in patients that have undergone concurrent 
cardiac surgical procedures. The relevance of this re-
ported case lies in the fact that it is about a patient with 
stenosis of a bioprosthetic pulmonary valve placed 
during her childhood. Said valves have an approximate 
life spam of 10 years, posterior to which it must be re-
placed due to the high risk of disfunction or valvular 
stenosis. However, the patient had already had that 
valve for over 30  years, which is why the failure was 
expected and a replacement with a mechanical valve 
had been indicated. Besides everything that was previ-
ously mentioned, the patient was pregnant, which in-
creases the risk of complications. It is well established 
that pregnancy and delivery of a child lead to physio-
logical changes that require the adjustment of the car-
diovascular system. These changes are tolerated by 
pregnant women without heart disease but expose 
women with cardiovascular disease to great risks which 
is the reason why the prevention of cardiovascular com-
plications must be the first objective of any cardiologist 
involved in the handling of pregnant patients with con-
genital of acquired heart disease. Slight or moderate PS 
are well tolerated during pregnancy with a good mater-
nal-fetal prognosis11. Nevertheless, in patients with se-
vere PS, pregnancy can lead to severe cardiac insuffi-
ciency or arrhythmias, which is why in this case and 
with the support of multiple departments of our hospital 
and despite the lack of evidence in the literature it was 
decided to perform in the General Hospital of Mexico 
“Dr.  Eduardo Liceaga,” the first valvuloplasty with bal-
loon of a bioprosthetic pulmonary valve on a pregnant 
patient, which had a successful result.
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Abstract

Swallowing disorders are common clinical data in patients with Wallenberg syndrome, although with a broad clinical spectrum 
previously described. The objective of the study was to describe the characteristics of the spectrum of oropharyngeal dys-
phagia presentation in patients with Wallenberg syndrome. We performed a single-center, retrospective study in January 2016 
and November 2020 with a series of cases and literature search. Data were collected from eight patients with ischemic 
spinal injury treated in the Phoniatrics Department of the General Hospital of Mexico. Eight cases were included, aged 28 
and 74 years. In the first Fiber-optic Endoscopic Evaluation of Swallowing (FEES), the diagnosis was severe oropharyngeal 
dysphagia in 7 of the 8  patients (87.5%), compared to the second evaluation where mild oropharyngeal dysphagia was 
present in four patients, and severe oropharyngeal dysphagia on the other half. Oropharyngeal dysphagia can be found in 
51-94% of patients with Wallenberg syndrome. In the first evaluation, difficulty with bolus propulsion of the oral phase in FEES 
was present in 62.5% of the patients. Still, in the second evaluation, the oral stage was reported with no alterations. Thus, 
patients could persist with severe dysphagia even passing the month of diagnosis. Wallenberg syndrome is a well-known 
condition that presents in a very variable way. Dysphagia could be severe, even passing the month after establishing the 
disease. The evaluation of dysphagia will allow their early rehabilitation and reduce the risk of complications.

Keywords: Oropharyngeal dysphagia. Lateral medullary syndrome. Wallenberg syndrome. FEES.
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Introduction

Swallowing is a sensorimotor act involving a diverse 
neural network, which requires coordination of cortical 
and brainstem regions for the safe and efficient trans-
port of liquids and food from the mouth to the stom-
ach1-3. Swallowing disorders are a medical disability 
that affects the digestive system and is associated with 
increased mortality and health-care costs, without the 
psychosocial consequences that this generates on 

patients, such as depression and isolation4-8. These 
functional disorders are usually due to alterations in the 
physiological processes of the oral and pharyngeal 
phase of swallowing, including the reflex of absent 
swallowing, reduced peristalsis and pharyngeal pres-
sure, and coordination problems due to the reflex of 
late swallowing8-12.

Acute, subacute, or chronic interruption of arterial 
blood flow in any spinal territory commonly developed 
medullary ischemia (anterior and posterior spinal artery 
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syndrome) or stroke; and less prevalent transient isch-
emic accidents (TIAs), spinal claudication, and hypox-
ic-ischemic myelopathy from global hypoperfusion13,14.

Approximately 25-50% of stroke patients experience 
dysphagia. In comparison, the incidence increases ex-
ponentially in patients with lateral spinal infarction with 
about 51-100%, as significant swallowing centers such 
as the ambiguous nucleus and solitary tract are found 
in the dorsolateral spinal bulb14-16.

Wallenberg syndrome, the most common cause of 
lateral spinal infarction, is also known as posteroinferior 
cerebellar artery syndrome caused by damage to the 
lateral segment of the posterior marrow to the lower 
olive nucleus17,18. There is no exact described preva-
lence of this syndrome; in the United States, approxi-
mately 800,000 people have an acute stroke each year, 
20% occur in the posterior circulation, leading to an 
estimated 60,000 new cases of Wallenberg syndrome 
each year19. Its primary etiology is given by athero-
thrombotic occlusion of the vertebral artery and the 
posteroinferior cerebellar artery. The main most preva-
lent risk factor is hypertension followed by smoking and 
diabetes20,21. Dysphagia has been reported in 51-94% 
of these patients; in most cases, it is initially severe but 
often improves rapidly. However, some patients may 
not recover in months or years21. Patients with the com-
plete syndrome are rare, have Horner syndrome, cross 
hemisensory alteration, and ipsilateral cerebellar signs 
such as vertigo, central nystagmus, dysarthria, and 
dysphagia22,23.

Although Wallenberg syndrome has a broad clinical 
spectrum, swallowing disorders are a common finding 
in these patients; unfortunately, swallowing disorders 
related to Wallenberg syndrome have been described 
only as case reports or in limited patients. This article 
describes the characteristics of the spectrum of oro-
pharyngeal dysphagia presentation in patients with 
Wallenberg syndrome and our experience within a na-
tional reference center.

Methodology

We describe eight patients with ischemic spinal injury 
treated in the Phoniatrics Department of the General 
Hospital of Mexico “Dr. Eduardo Liceaga.” The series 
of cases were conducted from January 2016 to Novem-
ber 2020, including patients between 18 and 80 years, 
with magnetic resonance imaging of the skull showing 
lateral spinal ischemic injury plus swallowing evaluation 
with the Fiber-optic Endoscopic Evaluation of Swallow-
ing (FEES) twice, the first during hospitalization and the 

second after discharge. The swallowing was assessed 
in the oral and pharyngeal phases through four textures 
in the following order: pudding, nectar, liquid, and solid 
(cookie), mixed with blue dye to improve visualization. 
The FEES protocol consisted in administer 2.5  ml of 
pudding with an increase to 5 ml in case of no aspira-
tion, followed by nectar and water at the same volumes 
mentioned; finally, 1/4 cookie was offered as solid. The 
protocol was modified for patient safety, stopping the 
test if at any time patients had intrusion to the airway. 
Aspiration was defined as the passage of food to the 
lower airways, below the vocal folds. Penetration was 
defined as the entry of food into the larynx above the 
vocal folds; and pharyngeal residue as the residual 
material presents in the pharynx after completing the 
pharyngeal phase of swallowing11,22,23. The severity of 
dysphagia was classified as mild, moderate, and se-
vere, based on O’Neil’s severity scale24,25.

Results

We included eight patients, four women and four 
men, randomly caught, aged 28-74  years (average 
40 years). Six of the patients (75%) suffered from high 
blood pressure, one patient had alcoholism (12.5%), 
and three had a smoking habit (37.5%).

With respect to the magnetic resonance imaging, the 
T2-weighted sequence shows four patients with lesion 
with low signal intensity in the right lateral medullary 
area (Fig. 1A), three patients with the left lateral lesion 
(Fig.  1B), and one last patient had two hypointense 
areas, one right upper and anterior medulla and the 
other in the left lateral and posterior medulla (Fig. 1C).

Concerning the characteristics of the oral phase 
FEES study in the first evaluation, we found five pa-
tients had difficulty bolus propulsion, six posterior spill, 
and two patients had delayed reflex swallowing, finding 
more than 1 alteration in one patient. However, in the 
second evaluation, the oral phase was described as 
normal in all the patients.

The pharyngeal phase in the FEES study demon-
strated in the first evaluation was tolerated by the eight 
patients who could handle the survey in the passage 
of pudding, seven nectar consistency, three patients 
achieved liquid texture, and none could be evaluated 
for solid. In the second evaluation, all patients were 
evaluated with nectar and pudding; six patients achieved 
liquid consistency and one to solid texture. Aspiration 
was found in seven of eight patients at the first evalu-
ation (Fig. 2), this number was reduced to two of eight 
patients at the second evaluation.



Figure 1. T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). A: demonstrating a hyperintense lesion in the right lateral 
and posterior medulla. B: demonstrating a hyperintense lesion in the left lateral and posterior medulla. 
C: demonstrating two lesions, one hyperintense lesion right upper and anterior medulla and other in the left lateral 
and posterior medulla.
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Phoniatric diagnosis in the first evaluation was severe 
oropharyngeal dysphagia in 7 of the 8 patients (87.5%). 
The other patient had mild dysphagia; one patient had 
left vocal fold paralysis, other patients with severe 
dysphagia had bilateral palsy, and one patient had 
flaccid dysarthria. Phoniatric diagnosis in the second 
evaluation was four patients with mild oropharyngeal 
dysphagia and four patients with severe oropharyngeal 
dysphagia; none of the patients had vocal fold paralysis. 
The individual characteristics of the patients and clinical 
evolution are mentioned in Table 1.

Discussion

The typical signs and symptoms of Wallenberg syn-
drome are vertigo or dizziness, ataxia, nystagmus, 
Horner sign ipsilateral weakness of the palate and vo-
cal folds, decrease in the gag reflex, and oropharyngeal 
dysphagia20,22,26,27, the last one is the least studied, 
nevertheless is a common symptom which can be 
found in 51-94% of patients14,28-30. All the patients stud-
ied in our center had swallowing disorders with a wide 
clinical spectrum as demonstrated.

Hypertension was comorbidity found in 75% of our 
patients; it is a common risk factor as seen in a cohort 
of acute ischemic stroke patients studied by Flowers 
et al. included 160 patients with a mean age of 66.7 years, 
of which 111 (69.4%) had hypertension31-35.

There are many studies regarding stroke related to 
dysphagia, but our study is the only one in which dys-
phagia is evaluated specifically at the time of diagnosis and 
after a month in patients with Wallenberg syndrome. 

Regarding the oral phase in the first evaluation, the trou-
ble with bolus propulsion was observed in 5  patients 
(62.5%), posterior spill in 6 patients (75%), and 2 patients 
had delay reflex swallow (25%); but in the second evalu-
ation, the oral phase improved to normal in all patients. 
With these findings, we could say that the oral phase has 
a fast recovery; there is poor information about the de-
scription or evolution of the oral phase in the literature to 
compare. Despite an apparent good recovery in the oral 
phase, combining these alterations with the observed in 
the pharyngeal phase at FEES means for the patient, 
especially during the 1st weeks of the disease, that at the 
moment of swallowing will be an action even more diffi-
cult. Furthermore, if alterations at pharyngeal phase are 
persistent, the degree of dysphagia will still be severe, 
passing the month after disease installation.

The literature says that the severity of dysphagia will 
depend on the extent of involvement of the swallow-
ing-related structures in the infarct lesion because all 
the central control of the swallowing is located in the 
lateral medulla32,35-39. In our study, most of the patients 
do not follow the rule that says severity will depend on 
the location or extent, because even patients with right 
or left lateral lesions present the same evolution, and 
some patients with one lesion present better evolution 
than the patient with 6 with two different lesions.

Nearly, all the case reports of dysphagia related to 
Wallenberg syndrome mentioned that the evolution of 
the dysphagia will be toward improvement almost back 
to normal14,17,21,23. In our case, almost all the patients 
remained in severe dysphagia, and only three patients 
showed improvement.
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The nucleus ambiguous controls the muscles of the 
palate, pharynx, and larynx so a lesion also results in 
vocal fold paralysis28,33,39. This, in addition to explaining 
the variation in the severity of dysphagia in our patients, 
could explain the two patients with vocal fold palsy.

Conclusions

The evolution of dysphagia related to Wallenberg syn-
drome could be more severe than expected, especially 
passing the 1st  month after establishing the disease. 
Therefore, evaluation of dysphagia is essential, since a Ta
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Figure 2. A-B: fiber-optic Endoscopic Evaluation of 
Swallowing (FEES): penetration and aspiration of bolus. 
E: epiglottis; A: aspiration; *: vocal folds.
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prompt diagnosis will allow their early rehabilitation re-
ducing the risk of complications, such as aspiration 
pneumonia, malnutrition, and increased mortality4,6,40,41. 
Furthermore, patients follow-up should be more strict, 
given the apparent probability of maintaining severe 
dysphagia. The presence of other clinical findings like 
vocal fold palsies should be investigated, to offer an 
oriented therapy and rehabilitation. Because of being a 
rare syndrome, further studies describing the evolution 
of related dysphagia are needed to establish a long-
term prognosis.

Patients consent

Informed consent was obtained from the patients 
reported in this article.
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Abstract

Schwannomas are tumors that appear in the sheath that surrounds the nerves; they are formed of Schwann cells which form 
the myelin sheath in peripheral nerves. In this document, we report a case of Schwannoma of the dorsal nerve of the penis 
in a man 40-year-old male with no history of neurofibromatosis. Despite the abundant innervation of the penis, it is rare to 
find them in this location with < 50 cases reported in the literature. Its diagnosis is integrated based on physical examination 
and supported by imaging. The definitive diagnosis is obtained with histopathology with immunohistochemistry.
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Introduction

Schwannomas are benign tumors of the Schwann 
cells which produce the myelin sheath that covers the 
peripheral nerves which can be found in patients with 
neurofibromatosis or without it1-2.

Despite the great innervation of the penis, the pres-
ence of these tumors constitutes an atypical manifes-
tation with < 200 cases reported in the literature since 
its first description in 19681-4.

Case presentation

This is a 40-year-old male patient who presented to 
the urology specialist with the following characteristics. 
Patient denies important family history, denies smok-
ing, and reports occasional alcohol consumption. The 

patient denies chronic-degenerative diseases, as well 
as previous hospitalizations. As the only surgical histo-
ry, he refers adenotonsillectomy.

Within sexual life, the patient refers being married 
and reports having four additional partners, denies his-
tory of sexually transmitted diseases, as a contracep-
tive method he uses condom occasionally. Patient de-
nies anal sex.

He began his current condition 7  years before the 
consultation with multiple new lesions on the genitals, 
which caused him pain during sexual intercourse.

On physical examination, five nodular-looking lesions 
with sizes ranging from 2  mm to more than a cm in 
diameter are observed in the dorsal portion of the pe-
nis, which is why sebaceous cysts are suspected 
(Fig. 1). Options are discussed with the patient; a pre-
operative US Doppler of the penis was requested, and 
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circumcision was scheduled with resection of the penile 
tumors with vasectomy.

The ultrasound reported the presence of hypoecho-
genic nodular images with a trajectory toward the lat-
eral region of the penis with displacement of the vas-
cular structures (Fig. 2). Rest of the penis within normal 
characteristics.

The patient underwent surgical treatment, where sev-
en irregular nodular tumors of multiple sizes with a 
smooth, opaque surface, and a grayish-white appear-
ance were removed, which were well defined (Fig. 3). 
During surgery, no invasion of the corpus cavernosum 
or corpus spongiosum was identified. Circumcision and 
vasectomy were completed, and the procedure was 
finished.

Histopathological report reveals benign well-defined 
mesenchymal neoplasms, with a capsule composed of 
spindle cells and poorly defined cytoplasmic boundar-
ies, the cells form palisades and Verocay 1 and type 2 
structures, elongated nuclei with granular chromatin 
without evident nucleoli, pleomorphism or atypical mi-
toses (Fig. 4). With the previous information schwanno-
ma is suspected, so immunohistochemical staining is 
performed with PS 100 antibody, smooth muscle actin 
and CD 34, only the first one resulting positive, 

confirming the suspicion of schwannoma and ruling out 
the possibility of leiomyoma or benign fibrous histocy-
toma (Table 1 and Fig. 5).

The diagnosis of completely excised Schwannomas 
was integrated. The patient was informed about the 
importance of going to a neurologist to rule out 
neurofibromatosis.

The patient attends a follow-up consultation 7 days 
after and one month after surgery. The patient reported 
no sensory abnormalities or alterations in sexual 

Figure 1. Photography of the penis of the patient.

Figure 2. Ultrasonography of the penis of the patient.

Figure 3. Photography during the surgery of the patient.
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function, so he was discharged from the urology ser-
vice. He decides not to see a neurologist.

Discussion

Schwannomas are benign tumors of the Schwann cells 
which produce the myelin sheath that covers the periph-
eral nerves, which can be found in patients with neurofi-
bromatosis or without it1-2. These tumors are frequent in 
extremities, face or head. Despite the great innervation 
of the penis, the presence of these tumors constitutes an 

atypical manifestation with < 200 cases reported in the 
literature since its first description in 19681-4. The average 
age of appearance is usually 39 years1.

They are encapsulated tumors of which different his-
tological subtypes have been described based on the 
cells that compose them, the main ones being cystic, 
epithelioid, melanocytic, with psammoma bodies, and 
plexiform3.

These tumors have a very slow growth, so at diag-
nosis they can have several years of evolution5, within 
the differential diagnoses are the cysts of the middle 
raphe such as apocrine cystadenomas or mucous 
cysts which are remnants of the periurethral glands de 
Littre, other diagnoses to consider in the differential are 
warts, intentionally inserted foreign bodies, pearly pe-
nile papules, and penile carcinoma6,7. Pearly penile 
papules are lesions that correspond to normal glands 
which appear on the crown of the glans during adoles-
cence. Another diagnosis to consider is the parafrenu-
lar glands which, as their name implies, generally ap-
pear three or four on each side of the frenulum6,7. 

Sebaceous cysts also tend to enter the differential 
which are usually discarded due to their rapid growth, 
these masses also usually appear in the scrotum.

Patients with Schwannoma of the penis usually seek 
help for erectile dysfunction or pain during sexual inter-
course, other manifestations are pain on ejaculation or 
may debut as Peyronie’s disease. Pain is usually re-
ported when the tumor grows between Buck’s fascia 
and the tunica albuginea5. These tumors are classified 
according to Antolini in Antolini A and Antolini B, being 
frequently mixed. Atolini A areas are composed of com-
pact palisade cells with poorly defined cytoplasmic 
boundaries. Atolini B regions are made up of randomly 
distributed spindle cells4-8. In immunohistochemistry, 
these tumors are usually intensely positive for the 
S-100 protein, unlike median raphe cysts, which are 
usually positive for avidin-biotin peroxidase, epithelial 
membrane antigen (EMA) Human milk fat globule anti-
gen 1 (HMFG1), proteases CK7, and CK135. Multiple 
imaging studies may be useful in the diagnosis, these 
neoplasms on magnetic resonance imaging are usually 
isointense on T1 sequences and hyperintense on T2 
sequences with fat saturation, they usually have homo-
geneous gadolinium enhancement. On ultrasound, 
these tumors can be hyperechoic1-4.

The only curative treatment for these neoplasms is 
surgical resection, which is usually sufficient on its own 
in most cases; in extremely rare cases of malignant 
Schwannoma, penectomy plus adjuvant radiotherapy 
may be indicated3.

Figure 4. Histopathological image of the tumor.

Figure 5. Tumor immunohistochemistry.

Table 1. Tumor immunohistochemistry

Antibody Interpretation

PS100 Positive in the nuclei and the cytoplasm of 
all tumoral cells +++/ ́+++

Smooth muscle 
actin

Negative

CD 34 Negative 
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Conclusion

Schwannomas of the penis are a rare neoplasm with 
very few cases in the literature; the diagnosis is based 
on physical examination and imaging studies, with the 
histopathological study confirming it. In almost all cas-
es, these tumors are benign, with surgical treatment 
being the treatment of choice, with no cases of recur-
rence reported to date.
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